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The Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in
major changes to the calendar. Events
will be deleted, postponed or added later.
Check the status of any event nearer to the
date.

MARATHON
May
2
68th Bedford, H
9
Worcester, H
14-16 German O, Rheine
16
Basingstoke Canal, H
16
Tamar, H
16-19 World Masters Games, Kansai
22
Vohandu
22
Epic Bay, OR
23
Hastings 1066, H
23
Malton, H
23
Norwich, H
23
Nottingham, H
29
Conwy Ascent
29
Colwyn Bay Blast, OR
30
8th Brabant
30
Reading Circuit, H
June
12/13 Bradford
13
Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
13
Hereford Wye, H
13
Royal CC, H
17-20 Hawaiian Sports Festival, OR,
Rerik
19/20 Vaires-sur-Marne, WC
26
Falcon (Oxford) Midsummer, H
26/27 Cheshire Ring
27
Fal, H
27
Gailey CC, H
July
3-5
World Championships, OR,
Lanzarote
4
Bishop’s Stortford, H
5-11 European Championships,
Moskva
7
84th Sella Descent
7
Praha
10/11 National Championships, 		
Reading
16-25 World Games, Birmingham
17
Castilla & León GP, Valladolid
18
Sanabria
18
Exeter, H
18
Leighton Buzzard, H
18
Peter White Memorial (Ironbridge),
H
25
Southampton, H
25
Tewkesbury, H
31
Thameside K2 Series, Elmbridge
August
1
R Dart, H
7
Sella Descent
8
Longridge, H
8
Medway
14
Dalsland
15
Pisguera Descent
15
Burton, H
18-22 European Championships, OR,
Cherbourg
22
23rd Cinca Descent
22
Richmond, H
22
Colin Chapman Memorial Wye
Descent
28
Te Ari’i Hoe 2, OR
29
Camel, H
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29
Tonbridge, H
September
11
Liffey Descent
12
Pangbourne, H
12
Shropshire, H
18/19 Vigevano Pavia
19
Gloucester, H
19
Soar, H
23-26 Sea Sardiniaconcept Ohana Mana
Cup, OR, Cagliari
26
Lincoln, H
27-3 World Championships, Bascov
October
3
Elmbridge, H
3
Wolfreton, H
10
Malton-Howsham Descent
17
Adige, Pescantina
17
Chelmer, H
17
Tony & Shirley Pell Memorial, H,
Glanford
23
National Championships, 5km,
Strathclyde
30-2 Shaoxing, WC
31
Fowey, H
November
7
Thameside K2 Series, Elmbridge
14
Remembrance Day
28
Royal Thames K2 Series
December
5/6
A Lanzada, OR
19
Premio Deputación de Pontevedra
Travesía Rias Baixas
SLALOM
May
1/2
Pinkston, 2/3
3
Cardiff Bay, P/4
7-9
European Championships, Ivrea
8
Nene WW, 4/O
8/9
Hexham, 2-4
15/16 Llandysul, Pan Celtic/2-4
15/16 Wagon Lane, 3/4
22/23 European O, Liptovsky Mikulas
22/23 Holme Pierrepont, P
22/23 Langham Farm, 3/4
23
Alva, 3/4
28-30 Merano
29-30 World Masters Games, Kansai
29/30 Fairnilee, 2-4
30/31 Shepperton, 3/4
June
5/6
Tryweryn Chapel Falls, 1
5/6
Seaton Park, 3/4
6
Wath upon Dearne, 4/O
11-13 Praha, WC 2
12/13 Nordic Cup, Sindi
12/13 Llandysul, 2-4
12/13 ECA J Cup, Valstagna
13
Hatfield, 4/O
18-20 Markkleeberg, WC 1
19/20 Cardington, 2-4
26/27 Washburn, 2/O
26/27 Shepperton, 3/4
July
3/4
Stone, 3/4
6-11 World Championships, J/U23,
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Ljubljana
10/11 Ironbridge, 2/3
17/18 ECA J Cup, Roudnice nad 		
Labem
17/18 Washburn, 1
17/18 Bala Mill, 2-4
24/25 Ceske
24/25 Persley, 2/3/O
25-30 Olympic Games, Tokyo
31/1 Praha
August
1/2
Hexham, 2/3/O
7/8
Grandtully, 2
7/8
Llandysul, 2-4
12-15 World Championships, Mas,
Krakow
14/15 Fairnilee, 2/3
20-22 Minden Hills
20-22 Oklahoma City
21/22 Grandtully, 1
19-22 European Championships, J/
U23, Solkan
26-29 World Championships, Mas,
Krakow
28/29 Pinkston, 1
September
3-5
La Seu d’Urgell, WC 3
4/5
Holme Pierrepont, P/1
4/5
Cardington, 2-4
4/5
Wagon Lane, 3/4
10-12 Pau, WC F
11/12 Interclubs
11/12 Alva, 3/4
11/12 Winters Farm, 4/O
12
Hatfield, 4/O
18/19 Washburn, 2/O
18/19 Marple, 3/4
21-26 World Championships, 		
Bratislava
25/26 Oughtibridge, 3/4
October
2/3
Tryweryn Graveyard, P
2/3
Nene WW, 2/3
3
Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
9/10 Llandysul, 1/4
16/17 Tees Barrage, Pen Celtic/P/1
16/17 Symonds Yat, 2/3
23/24 Shepperton, 2/3
23/24 Stone, 3/4
23/24 Grandtully
30/31 Lee Valley, P/2/O
30/31 Harefield, 3/4
WWR
June
4-6
Banja Luka, WC 4-6
July
3/4
ECA Cup, Cl, U23, ValtellinaBoffetto
3/4
Ironbridge
10/11 Tryweryn
August
12-15 European Championships,
Sp/Cl, Leon
25-28 World Championships, J/U23,
Solkan

September
21-26 World Championships, Sp,
Bratislava
October
5
Reunion, Grandtully
1-3
Treignac, WC 1-3
FREESTYLE
October
7-10 European Championships,
Vaires-sur-Marne
SPRINT
May
5-7
Pattaya
8
Elmbridge
12-16 Szeged, WC 1
20-23 Barnaul, WC 2
21-24 World Masters Games, Kansai
24-27 ECA Championships, J/U23,
Poznan
28-30 Bratislava
June
3-6
ECA Championships, Duisburg
5/6
Holme Pierrepont
July
2-4
Auronzo
3
1st Xacobeo Tropy, PontevedraVerducido
3/4
Holme Pierrepont
16-25 World Games, Birmingham
24
Royal CC
August
2-7
Olympic Games, Tokyo
20-29 Moskva
21-22 Super Cup, Oklahoma
September
2-4
Paralympics, Tokyo
3-6
World Championships, J/U23,
Montemor-o-Velho
4/5
Holme Pierrepont
10-12 Olympic Hopes, Racice
11/12 Sobeka Flanders Cup
15-19 World Championships, 		
København
24-26 World Championships, Mas,
Ternopil
MULTISPORT
May
8
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
9
München Triathlon
16
Frühjars, Gimbsheim
29
Kretinka, Sp, WC
29
Trinature Houffaraid
30
Brigg Bomber, M, WC
June
5/6
Wasserstadt Limmer
26
World Championships, M, Tynnad-Vltavou
26
Koberbachtal
26
Norfolk Superhero
July
11
European Championships, Sp,
Bydgoszcz
11
Deva Divas
24/25 World Championships, L, 		
Kasposvar
August
14
Wassersuppe, Sp, WC
September
4
World Championships, Sp,
Ratscher
5
Shrewbury, Sp
11
Awesome Foursome, Bude
12
European Championships, M,
Tiszafüred

26
Cazalegas, Sp, WC
October
16
Dragon Boat Tri, Berlin
SAILING
May
29/30 Castle Cove, IC
June
5/6
Aldeburgh, IC
29-2 Wales, OC, Bala
July
6-9
National Championships, 		
Weymouth, IC
13-16 Lakes, OC, Coniston
23-1 Europa Cup, IC, Travemunde
August
2-5
French Nationals, IC
8-13 Chichester Harbour Week, IC
11-15 Borders, OC, Kielder
September
4-9
W Kirby Festival of Sailing, IC
24-26 Rutland, OC
October
5
Tata Steel, IC
16/17 Plymouth Final Fling, IC
December
30-8 21st World Championships,
Lake Macquarie
POLO
May
20
50th Deutschland Cup, Essen
21-23 World Masters Games, Kansai
July
7-17 World Games, Birmingham
15-18 ECA Cup, Essen
August
14/15 Lake of Dikkebus
21/22 Gent
September
24-26 Trieste
October
5-10 World Championships, Roma
December
8-11 Oceania Championships, Hawkes
Bay
DRAGON BOAT RACING
May
1/2
36 Hour Straight, Victoria
1/2
Titivators, Urunga
2
Athy
2
W Australia, Freemantle
8
Konigswusterhausen
8
Madison Co
15
Fairway Gorge Super Sprints
15/16 Nowra Waterdragons Fire
16
Battle on the Barwon, Newtown
21
Columbus Asian
June
5
Grotegaste
5
Mt Dora
5/6
Pickering
11
Fanshawe, London
11/12 High School Cup, Halle
11/12 Neuhausen
12/13 Flamin’, Wauchope
13
Barrow
15
Fairway Gorge Festival
26/27 33rd Toronto
27
Belleville
July
1
Rusty Canada Dry, Toronto
10
Cup, Emden
10
GWN Sport, Totonto
10
Sarasota
10
Preston
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17
Charleston
24
Rowan Co, Salisbury
25
Warrington
31
Chicago
31/1 Bad Emden
August
6
Woodstock Rotary
6-8
Vancouver Island
7
Lake Bemidji
7
Oriental
7
Richmond
7
Waterford
12-15 Poznan, ICF Club Crew World
Championships
14
Habitat, Gadsden
14
Starbuck, Minnesota
17-22 European Club Crew & Nationsl
Championships, Kiyev
20
Riverfront & Asian, Hartford
21
Biesenthal
21
Buffalo
21
N Nevada
21/22 Manning R, Taree
22
Himley
28
Minden Old Ride
28
Arundel
28
Leith
28/29 Rainbow, E Ballina
29
Dragon on the Lake, Lake Orion
September
4
Bewl
5
Bristol
5
Tonbridge
11
Dunebrook, La Porte
11
Wakefield
11/12 Tim Horton’s GWN, Toronto
12
York
17
Stratford Rotary
18
Greater Triangle, Rayleigh
18
Mercer Co, W Windsor
18
Jersey
18/19 Cup, Bremerhaven
19
Missisauga
19
Stratford-upon-Avon
25
AustCham, Marina Res
25
Rotary Club of Peachtree
25
Birmingham
26
Chichester
October
1-3
US National Championships,
Sarasota
2
Cup, Berlin
2
Newcastle
9-16 Australian Masters Games, W
Australia
10
DFW, Dallas
16
Charlotte
16
Orlando
16/17 San Diego
23
Suncoast, Sarasota
November
3-7
15th World Nations 		
Championships, Kowloon
6
Lake Hernando
7
W Region, Nashdale
13
Pan Am Sport, Tampa
20
Miami
MISCELLANEOUS
May
1/2
Trailboat Festival, Dunsfold Park
July
16
50th anniversary Bristol Harbour
Festival
September
10-19 Southampton Boat Show
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Editorial

The drowning of seven young men in two incidents at Camber
Sands in 2016 has led to a detailed independent report on beach safety
and responsibility for providing it, published in January 2019 and made
public in November 2020. Camber Sands have been a popular and safe
family resort. It seems those involved were where there were some deep
Derbyshire police, who already used planes to chase those they channels.
Should there have been lifeguards along
thought to be exceeding the speed limit, have not covered themselves in
glory this last year. As well as using voyeur drones to spy on hikers, they the whole beach? Should the beach be
have fined people for going to open National Trust properties to walk closed where or when lifeguards are not
in their extensive grounds, even fining them for drinking the coffee present, like some swimming pools? We are increasingly seeing boards at
they took with them as they considered it a picnic. Don’t be surprised if beach entrances with an array of icons which are likely to be ignored as
your coffee shop adds Derbyshire Picnic to Americano, latte and the rest many are obvious but might give a measure of protection to providers
rather than users. Simple notices relating to particular local problems
when it reopens.
We have been told to use our would be far more likely to be read.
With an exceedingly long British coastline, what constitutes a beach,
common sense but that needs to be
matched by others. Clearly, being especially if many see few users and not always at obvious times? How
packed in with excited crowds at a much safety cover should be provided and by whom?
Many would see safety cover as a bonus rather than a legal essential,
demonstration, in your packed local
pub or on Bournemouth beach with something to advertise as an asset like some other services, perhaps not
the hordes is asking for trouble but so is exercising by walking along always welcomed. Not everyone appreciates the removal of seaweed
a crowded road when a drive can get you away from the crowds for from beaches, for example, or the blocks of precisely placed rows of
appropriate exercise. So is not exercising. Exercising from and back to beach sunshades on Mediterranean beaches.
Some beaches are covered by the Surf Life Saving Association. Canoe
home for half an hour has been far less than many of us need or what
we would choose to do even if we would not go as far as Barnard lifeguards used to work quietly and knew their waters but have suffered
Castle. Where we are, walking and cycling are the options. On the from being displaced by the RNLI beach units which have appeared,
last day of the first lockdown, a Sunday, I was a day early in walking some of whom have limited knowledge. I recall leaving a beach at
for significantly longer than the permitted half hour. My GP, a cyclist, Bude to find somewhere quieter because of the safety messages over the
admitted she had done likewise. Our half hour walk from home takes public address system every few minutes.
At Burnham-on-Sea I had to endure a public dressing down for
us along a bridleway with extensive views over the Cotswolds but the
novelty of even that wore off after time. For others it has been far more landing on a soft muddy section of shore rather than on the sandy
trying. Only a minority of us keep our boats at home and have direct section through all the swimmers, the youth with the microphone
access from the door to undisputed water. My one attempt to do so was apparently unaware that the draining channels through the silt were
much firmer.
foiled by the floods’ not being deep enough.
Landing at Tynemouth, I encountered a horde of youths with whistles
Welsh police have objected to the public using the limited carparks
in Snowdonia. If you are a hillwalker who heads for the peaks each and distinctive tee shirts. It was an odd day, the car like an oven in the
weekend then crowded city streets or parks are not an adequate sunshine but I was very cold after being soaked repeatedly by spray from
substitute. Serious walkers quickly fan out from their cars, something the onshore wind. The youth who latched onto us threatened that the
sign that dogs must be on leads meant no dogs allowed and that ours
they cannot do in town with crowds of others.
If in doubt, ask. If your planned activity is not on the Government’s must be put in the hot car before any other problems were addressed
shortlist of do’s and don’ts it makes sense to check in advance rather or he would release the full force of the law on us. As before, he was
than risk a fine and all the wasted cost of a journey. For example, in need of some basic training and we were glad to get clear of all the
with camping in tents or sleeping in boats (unless your normal place whistles.
A more positive experience resulted when I landed at low tide at
of residence) not allowed and B&Bs not open but ‘self contained’
accommodation permitted, including camper vans, did this include Barton-on-Humber, faced with an unbroken bank of silt. I worked my
sleeping in vans and cars? Police Scotland refused to say what they way up, resting at times on the kayak. Towards the top a group of what
would permit but passed this simple request to the Scottish Government turned out to be lifeguards called out to ask if I needed help. They had
in early June. The Government replied in December. Did that help, they seen me while driving over the Humber Bridge and returned to give
assistance if required. A very positive conversation ensued, including
asked!
For those who were able to get on the water, it was soon established about their experience of training on the Tryweryn.
It does seem that the quality of lifeguards is variable and some
that performance had dropped off quickly, nice to know that training
does do some good. Training alone for competition without competing would be better for having their public address systems confiscated and
is trying for most, nigh on impossible if you play polo, for example. undertaking some improved training. Clearly, it is not possible to cover
You want to set your training to peak for the major competition but all beaches at all times and any coverage should be in addition to the
that is likely to be subject to postponements or cancellations. Those public’s need to be responsible for their own actions in a potentially
unable to train will be up against those who can, just a lottery. At an hostile environment. At the very least the public should not feel the
international competition there will be those not permitted to travel or need to go elsewhere to avoid the lifeguards.
subject to expensive quarantine rules on returning. It will be possible Stuart Fisher
to get results but they will be meaningless if a proportion of the world’s
best are unable to train or even to attend. The North Koreans have
been the first to formally pull out of the Olympics this year but others
will undoubtedly follow. For the Olympics, you cannot just switch
things on and off. Even the cultural side needs months of planning
and preparation. If the Olympics do not go ahead with full spectator
support, unlikely, who is going to fund the Japanese for the vast financial
outlay in facilities already incurred, money they would expect to recoup
from the event itself and no prospect in the future of doing so?
It does seem that those who used common sense despite not sticking
exactly to the ever more confusing rules as announced might usually be
in a healthier state than those who did exactly what they were told.

Beach safety

Using
common sense

Byde your time
No effigy yet

(St John’s Lock is the very shrine of Old Father Thames himself,
where he reclines in glory. His effigy was designed by Rafaelle Monti,
originally commissioned in 1854 for the Crystal Palace.)
There isn’t one for me, fortunately. Well, not yet. All that is 51 years
and 12,000 miles away.
Alan Byde

Publisher contact
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Malmesbury,
Wilts SN16 0HH
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk

Not a true canoe story

Flooded Thames circa 1970. Eynsham Weir. A group in education in
Oxford paddled the Windrush from Witney to the Rose Revived to
Oxford. We were welcomed to sit on ancient benches. After an hour
we launched from the window to go on and under Eynsham Bridge,
weir to the left, directly in front the lock. The gates were wide open.
‘Great! It’s shootable so I’ll shoot it!’ Anyone
found doing that must answer to Thames
Conservancy. (To make a rabbit pie, first catch
your rabbit.)
I hit the upside of the weir frames. With a
mighty clang the gantry rang. That fetched
the lock keeper in peaked cap and my group
looking alarmed. The kayak was now pinned
on the upright, across the flow. It shuddered
with force. The spraydeck imploded. The kayak
filled instantly. It sank down the upright and
the full force of the river pushed me down in
the surge, force enormous. I fought myself out
of the surge to stand waist deep on the weir.
Handing bow and stern lines up to the group
on the gantry, together we emptied it, kayak
again afloat and ready to go down the chute.
I heard shouts but when Thames says ‘GO’ it
is time to be gone, out of sight. No names, no
pack drill. My group arrived with expressions
varying from ‘You’re lucky!’ to ‘Wow!’ We
regrouped and left.
Thames was not yet finished with me and
my arrogance. We arrived at Osney Weir in
Oxford. I told that story yesterday. ‘There is a
Divinity which shapes our ends, rough hew
them as we will’.

Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is legally
permitted or that they are safe in all conditions. The
editor and publishers can not be held responsible for
any omissions of references to hazards from notes on
these waters. They do not hold themselves responsible
for inadequacies in items of equipment reviewed here.
Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
International and
the International Sea
Kayak Association.
Enquiries to
governing bodies and
associations should
be addressed as
appropriate.

Stuart Fisher

Has your email address changed or do you want to be added
to the mailing list when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email address (with your
former email address if changed) and ask us to add you to
the list. We record only email addresses, not names, offering
greater security than GDPR.
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After the winter when most
of us could not go anywhere
there is hope that spring is on
the way with more freedom to
get out on the water.

It was ash on green canvas
As I recall
And built in a shed
When the old man,
A mechanic and coach driver,
Wasn’t on call.

And while many a
Canoe has since come
And gone,
The memory of that
First old fashioned canoe
Still lingers on and on

It took a whole winter
And by summer it was mine
But on the condition
I would share
With my sisters, should
They feel inclined.

But in truth that canoe
Wasn’t mine
Back in those days
But built for my cousin
By my uncle.
It was just that I dreamed
That it had been that way.

I had to stay in the creeks
And to promise
Not to take it to sea
With only an old
Wartime kapok
Lifejacket to wear there
For any kind of safety.
You see, I was the captain
And the crewman
Of my own first canoe
And I could get out
On the water and do
The things that so many
Others boys could not do.

CANOEIST May 2021

Until today I must have
Had twenty canoes
Hung up and pass through
in my store
And no matter the canoe
There is always but always
Room for one more.

Kevin Pyne
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Dart in the news

Trips
Cyril Derreumaux, a Frenchman turned Californian,
is planning to paddle from Monterey to Hawaii in May,
the sort of trip you can attempt while having to keep
away from everyone else. His 8.5m kayak,Valentine, to be
used for the 70 day 3,900km crossing, can be paddled or
pedalled so that he can change his mode when one set of
muscles needs a rest.
Hayden Voorheees and Dane Jackson, who holds the
record for the world’s second highest shoot, have run the
24m Rainbow Falls in Hawaii. Initially, they swam the
base of the falls in low water, where several people have
been drowned, to check the depth. They did not receive
a permit to inspect the falls by drone as the authorities
would have been unlikely to have approved.

Radio 4’s lunchtime
news ran a series on
rivers, although it was
not clear why this was
news. Nigel Evans had
a good feature on the
Dart, including the Dart
Loop, then picnicking
by open canoe further
downstream.

Shipping
forecast changes

Any leads?

Dick Constable is
trying to track down
former members of
Leeds Canoe Club,
in particular Mark
Markham, Charlie
Unsworth and Bill
Fraser. Please contact us
if you can help.

Polar research

The MCA are
consulting until May
12th on implementing
the Polar Code.
However, this seems
to apply only to cargo
vessels over 500t.

New entrance
at Southampton

Following last year’s
last minute shut down
of the Southampton
International Boat Show,
some changes have
been made this year.
The entrance will now
be at the Westquay
shopping centre with
the first area having
kayaks, paddleboards,
windsurfers, kite surfers,
food and a stage. The
water is at the other end
of the show for those
intending to get afloat.

RYA want to
ditch flares

The RYA say sailors
should no longer have
to carry flares. Instead,
there should be greater
reliance on phones
and radios. This would
get round the problem
of disposing of old
flares, which tend to be
unreliable as they get
older. However, phones
cannot always get a
signal.
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Octogenarian Major Mick Stanley, a former Rear
Commodore of the Royal Armoured Corps Yacht
Club, has raised over £30,000 for St Wilfred’s
Hospice in Bosham by rowing 160km at various
venues. His Tintanic is distinctive for being triangular
in plan and made of corrugated iron sheet. He hopes
Tintanic II will be more watertight. We assisted by
finding him some venues, including Midland Canoe
Club near Derby, and suggesting he row in the
opposite direction to Caen Hill from Devizes Wharf.

Nebraska student Katy Ayres grew a 2.4m canoe.
Made of mushroom mycelia over a wood form inside
a pâpier-maché mould, it took a fortnight to grow in
high humidity conditions at about 30˚C and sprouted
new mushrooms each time she took it on the water.
Floating well despite weighing 45kg, it was used on
several decent trips.

Wave hello

The Wave, north of Bristol, has been chosen as
Cultural & Leisure Project of the Year in 2020’s British
Construction Industry Awards. The inland surfing lake
uses chlorinated water and Spanish technology, the
first of its kind in the world after the intended first in
Australia ran into problems during construction.

Hypothermia could protect against
Alzheimer’s

Capsizing in cold water has long been known to cause
a rise in blood pressure and heart rate with the risk of
stroke and heart attack, also hyperventilation which
can result in drowning if water is inhaled. However, a
Cambridge dementia team have discovered that it also
produces the protein RBM3 which reduces the risk of
Alzheimer’s disease. Tests on winter outdoor swimmers
have shown high levels of RBM3 in swimmers with
core temperatures down to 34˚C. The team are trying
to find a drug which will produce the protein without
subjecting patients to hypothermia, which carries its own
risks.
There has been a big increase in sea swimming over
the last year by those not able to use pools and the
Coastguard have reported a 52% increase in swimmer
incidents. One woman had transient global amnesia
while swimming and woke up in hospital with no
memory of what had happened over the previous seven
hours, not even going to the beach.

CANOEIST May 2021

Announcing the
relaxation of outdoor
activity rules in Scotland,
the BBC news website
used an image of
paddlers.

Covid claims Brazilian president

One of Brazil’s Covid victims has been 61 year old
Joao Tomasini. He was one of the longest serving leaders
of Olympic sport in Brazil, having been both president
of the Brazilian Canoe Federation and a member of the
Brazilian Olympic Committee since 1989.
He served as president of the South American Canoe
Federation from 2010 to 2018 and had been president of
the Pan American Canoe Federation since 2017.
He joined the board of the ICF in 1994 and served
as a vice president from 1998 until 2008 and from 2010
to 2014.

Lockdown
breach

Hayden Voorhees and Dane Jackson on Rainbow
Falls in Hawaii.

An English paddler
social distancing over
Easter on Loch Lomond’s
Inchtavannach had to be
rescued. On returning
from a walk he found his
paddles were missing.

The World Travel & Tourism Council have been
running a social media campaign. In addition to the
benefits to the tourist, they drew attention to how it
alleviates poverty, reduces inequality, protects wildlife
and preserves communities and cultures around the
world for those in countries being visited, many of
whom have taken devastating hits over the last year.

The black stinker

Please note that the full index for Canoeist and White
Water Magazine from 1953 to date is now present on
our website. Preparing it involved looking at some long
forgotten stories. The favourite relates to a slalomist on a
campsite who was engaged by a passing group of Scouts
who wanted to know about his black stinker. While not
over enamoured by the name, he proceeded to tell them
about the finer points of his new kayak. Eventually it
became clear that they were actually more interested in
his tent, a Tinker manufactured by Blacks of Greenock.

Support for Scottish outdoor
centres

The Scottish Government have offered £2,000,000
to support Scottish outdoor centres, unable to have
residential stays under Covid restr ictions. They
also prepared a package of information to help local
author ities and schools undertake some outdoor
activities.
* I did finally get a response from the Scottish
Government, to whom I had been directed by Police
Scotland, to my request for clarification of a point of
ambiguity about what was permitted (Nov, p5) under
their Covid restrictions, something which should have
taken about 30 seconds to give a yes/no answer. They
replied in December about what was allowed the
previous June. Did that help, they asked.

Broads safety video
The Broads Authority have released a series of safety
videos, including one for paddlers. Stroke coordination
and hand positions apart, they include some useful tips
for newcomers and some of the suggestions are also
relevant outside the national park. See Broads Boating
Essentials online.

Note that face masks are
still required in Malawi.

Margaret Winter has been SCA Secretary since the
days when Noah went boating, it seems. The SCA’s
first member of staff, over the last 40 years she has
assisted countless paddlers, not least Canoeist. We
wish her a happy retirement, a bit like lockdown but
without the travel restrictions (eventually).

Scotmid Co-operative

The BBC have made
some minor changes
to the timing of the
shipping forecasts. This
is due to Covid and so
further changes might
occur on returning to
normal.

Cyril Derreumaux ready for social distancing.

Ronnie Rusack

1948-2020
In 1972 the management of the Bridge Inn at Ratho
was taken over by young catering enthusiast Ronnie
Rusack, who was later to buy the premises. It was beside
the Union Canal, which had closed in 1965 and was run
down with significant dry stretches. Ronnie added the
Pride of the Union floating restaurant in 1974 and became
the prime mover in the restoration of the Scottish
lowland canals. When Canoeist included the Union as
the second canal guide in 1983 we received Ronnie’s
enthusiastic support, including placing an advertisement
alongside for the inn.
He became chairman of the Seagull Trust which
provided waterways trips for those with special needs,
including to a makeshift castle to house Santa, reached
by canal. He was a member of the Inland Waterways
Advisory Council and the Millenium Link Project,
hosted a visit from Margaret Thatcher and was awarded
an MBE for his restoration work. The Bridge Inn now
houses the Edinburgh Canal Centre.
Ronnie is survived by his partner, Priscilla, three
children and eight grandchildren.

The Bridge Inn and floating restaurant at Ratho.

Santa’s canalside castle.

One of the Seagull Trust’s boats.

Delicate artwork in a public park opposite the Bridge Inn.
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Why Defra can’t tell the truth
And I quote...

... Robert Burton’s The
Anatomy of Melancholy
in its 400th anniversary
year, itself doing some
quoting: ‘Plutarch, in his
book... speaks against all
fishing, “as a filthy, base,
illiberal employment,
having neither wit nor
perspicacity in it, nor
worth the labour.”’
Also ‘To take a boat
in a pleasant evening,
and with music to
row upon the waters,
which Plutarch so much
applauds... beset with
green bays, where birds
so sweetly sing that
passengers, enchanted
as it were with their
heavenly music... forget
forthwith all labours,
care, and grief... must
needs refresh and give
content to a melancholy
dull spirit.’
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Over the decades Defra and their forebears have
claimed repeatedly that there is no right of public
navigation on the overwhelming extent of non tidal
rivers in England and Wales. There was a right under
Magna Carta. We have invited them to name the law
removing that right. They have declined. We have asked
them. They have refused. We have demanded they tell us.
No chance. They simply allege the right no longer exists
although commercial traffic used our rivers for centuries.
The Countryside & Rights of Way Act of 2000 looked
set to address the problem but it specifically excluded
being on the water. We could stand beside it and look
at it but not be on it. Vast sums have been spent on
mapping access land for those on foot. No progress has
been made at all for those on the water. Schemes such
as Tir Gofal in Wales paid public money to farmers for
providing access for walkers but did not produce one
metre of river access.
The newly established Scottish Parliament, under
Labour with strong support from the SNP, quickly passed
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act of 2003, one of their
first pieces of legislation, which included confirmation
of the right to use all rivers at all times, subject to
common sense reasonable behaviour on all sides. It
would seem odd if one end of this island has modern
legislation while the other has the most repressive in
the world. Asked in a Parliamentary Written Question
whether there would be a Land Reform Act for England,
Dr Thérèse Coffey replied ‘No’, perhaps the bluntest
Parliamentary Written Answer ever on any topic.
The Revd Dr Douglas Caffyn’s research project
concluded no legislation had ever taken away the right of
public navigation. He put the results of his work online
in 2004 and invited anyone to show he was wrong.
Nobody has done so in the succeeding 17 years. Defra
said it was just one person’s opinion but two universities
awarded him higher law degrees for his work. Defra’s
lawyers were to review it and report back. They have yet
to respond.
However, there are some ways of asking questions
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which must be replied to, by law. In late 2019 Paddlers
International put a Freedom of Information request to
Defra on what Act took away the right of navigation.
Defra said that the response would be as ‘general
correspondence’, not FoI. After three months they said
they did not hold that information. By comparison, it is
unlikely that they would not know the law relating to
the use of footpaths.
In 2020 Shadow International Trade Minister Gareth
Thomas, a former freestyle paddler from Regent’s Canoe
Club, put two Parliamentary Written Questions for
us, getting no better response. Evasive answers seemed
to hang on the fact that some rivers may differ from
the general law. For example, on tidal rivers, where
navigation rights are not disputed by the EA, there are
still some exclusion zones, such as alongside the Houses
of Parliament or in the Devonport military dockyard.
The PWA suggested that each river, of which there are
over 600, could be fought out through the courts, even
though there is no evidence they can offer which takes
away the right of navigation. Cyclists would not want to
battle through the courts in order to use each road.
At the first anniversary party in the mid 70s of the
National Rivers Authority, from which evolved the
EA, I asked Lord Crickhowell, chairman and an angler,
whether he was satisfied that anglers had access to
virtually all rivers in England and Wales but canoeists
were only allowed to use 2% of them. He said he was.
Although Defra have widely repeated their claim,
PI switched to asking about one sentence in one EA
document as a test case. That sentence claims there is
no general right of navigation so we put a Freedom of
Information question to Defra asking what Act justified
that statement. Again they said it would be answered as
‘general correspondence’, adding that the 20 day legal
deadline on replying thus did not apply. So far no reply
has been received after well over 20 weeks, despite
reminders.
However, our case has been taken up by Lichfield’s
Tory MP, Michael Fabricant, who chairs the All Party
Parliamentary Group for Waterways and who put the
question directly as a PWQ, to which a reply was
required legally. The answer from Defra Parliamentary
Under-Secretary Rebecca Pow said this issue was
complex and that the Government policy is that there is
no general right of navigation but did not state the legal
basis for that statement. The question did not ask if it
was difficult. The two parts of the answer contradict each
other. The answer did not explain how a statement of
simple position was derived from an allegedly complex
legal situation. Indeed, it did not say whether it was the
legal situation which is complex or just the way the EA
approach it. No progress can be made without updating
existing legislation, if there is any to change. Asking
permission of every riparian owner to pass, widely
known to be unworkable, is also suggested by Defra.
Over the decades, Defra and its predecessors have
never named a single Act or Acts taking away the right
of navigation. Presumably they would be keen to do so
if they knew of one. This is not a party political issue.
Members of most parties have put questions on this to
Ministers of both leading parties in recent years. The one
common factor appears to be the EA, who doubtless
advise Ministers.

There seems to be something of a Catch-22 situation.
If there is no Act taking away the right of navigation
then Defra are right to say they have no record of it. If
they confirm there is not an Act they show they have
a policy which is illegal as not based on the law. We
cannot prove there is no Act because you cannot prove a
negative with certainty although we can show it is very
unlikely. If there is an Act then Defra’s policy may be
seen to be legal and our position would be untenable.
All Defra have to do is to name it, which they will
not do. Thus, it is very unlikely that it exists but not
impossible. Defra have never said that there is an Act and
they have never said that there isn’t. All they can do is
keep silent, as they have done, and refuse to clarify the
position. Defra do not have a right to silence when asked
questions which legally require answers. Chasing Defra
through the courts is likely to be very expensive.
The position has similarities to the 1952 IWA national
rally of powered boaters on the Stourbridge Arm, despite
the tactics of the British Transport Commission in
attempting to prevent it. At one point canal restorer
David Hutchings and a BTC official were talking to
their lawyers from adjacent phone boxes. From that
watershed we moved through British Waterways to the
Canal & River Trust, for whom recreational boating is a
central aspect of their work.
No doubt the day will come when successors to the
EA actively promote recreational boating on rivers, as
happens in Scotland. Getting Defra to come clean about
the present legal situation would be a significant start.
Either there is an Act taking away the right of public
navigation on non tidal rivers in England and Wales or
there isn’t.

Implications of the Boston barrier

A lecture by the Teesside branch of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers in November featured the Boston
flood barrier. Although primarily about the mechanics
of the 25m wide lifting gate, the UK’s largest single
span flood defence barrier, installed following the 2013
flooding of Boston, it did place it in context.
The barrier is downstream of Skirbeck Quarter, where
a recent lock joins the South Forty Foot Drain to the
Haven, the tidal part of the River Witham. This allows
the possibility of a non tidal link for powered craft on
what has been named the Fens Waterways Link although
the section below Grand Sluice remains tidal at present
and can only be non tidal if the barrier is closed. There is
no lock
to bypass the barrier, which will be left
open most of the time. There
are also no access or egress
points anywhere near the
barrier for those needing to
portage. This is in an area
of high sheet piled walls
where even escape ladders
are not conspicuous. An

extra 14km of sheet piling was brought in to reinforce
banks upstream, the length of piles rather than the length
of extra piled bank.
Paul Skinner of Boston Canoe Club expects that
the barrier will not make much difference to use of
the Haven by paddlers and comments that one of the
EA staff on the project paddled with them during its
construction.
Other barriers are being considered for the Parrett
below Bridgwater, for the Severn below Worcester and
for Looe.
Shown in the lecture was the EA’s list of 17 sustainable
development goals, including life on land and below
water, gender equality and zero hunger but no mention
of flooding or navigation.

Unruly wildlife

Shark attacks in Florida are increasing, possibly
because of an increase in sea turtles or warmer water
which is more salty. An attack 5km off the Florida coast
involved a 2.4m bull shark tipping an angler off his
kayak. About 10 other bull sharks were attracted by
the commotion. The paddler, who had just lost the
fish he had on his line, climbed back on board and was
encouraged by his friends to continue angling.

Public access
improvement
not essential

During the
Environment Bill
debate an attempt was
made to change the
wording to insist that the
Secretary of State must
set longterm targets on
people’s enjoyment of
the natural environment,
rather than just ‘may’
do so, the amendment
put by Richard Graham
(Con, Gloucester),
backed by MPs from
across the House.
However, the talk was
all of walking, cycling
or running, even canal
towpaths, although
Barry Sheerman (Lab/
Co-op, Huddersfield)
did make reference to
pure water in rivers and
streams for swimming
and there was reference
to swimming in the
Wharfe. The amendment
was defeated.

A juvenile grey seal
hauled out on a kayak
on the Forth estuary near
the bridges. Offering a
hand is better avoided as
they can bite.

Wish you
were there

Where sharks are not increasing is off the Cape Town
coast, where there used to be hundreds of great white
sharks. Over the last couple of years there have been
hardly any seen.
Meanwhile, a walrus has been seen off the Irish
coast and then on the Welsh coast, thought to be the
same juvenile male. Smaller species now seen less often
here are sturgeon, burbot, salmon and eels, blamed on
pollution in UK rivers.
Sailing boats off Portugal were subjected to more than
40 incidents last autumn of being attacked by a pod of
killer whales. One skipper described how about half a
dozen had rammed his boat for a couple of hours 30km
off Porto, particularly going for the rudder. Perhaps these
were the ones causing trouble off Gibraltar the previous
year.
When a drug baron was killed in 1993 the animals in
his collection were distributed to zoos across Columbia.
However, his hippos were abandoned but are now doing
quite nicely in the River Magdalena, thank you. They are
thought to be the biggest herd outside Africa, perhaps 80
to 120 animals. They are not the kind of invasive species
which are welcome and efforts are to be made to reduce
their numbers before they become more of a problem.
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All 105 beaches
sampled by Natural
Resources Wales for
water purity last year
returned results between
excellent and sufficient.
The absence of tourists
was bound to have
helped.
Meanwhile, the EA
have reported a change
of no water bodies
in England meeting
the Water Framework
Directive criteria for
good chemical status
compared with 97%
doing so in 2011. This is
blamed on a change in
monitoring methods.
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Bevere weir has the first of
four new fish passes on the
Severn (Nov, p13), described
as ‘innovative’, although they
appear to fall well short of
those on the Continent which
allow both fish and canoes to
pass, perhaps with brushes
rather than boulders. The
CRT say these are the first
of 160 places where fish are
prevented from passing their
weirs. Rachel Howard, the CRT
National Boating Officer, told
us ‘The fish pass at Bevere was
specifically designed to reduce
the water velocity to allow
the endangered shad to swim
upstream. This involved spacing
the boulders at a specific
distance from each other to reduce the flow. Unfortunately this
spacing was not compatible with canoeing. Many fish passes are
designed for other fish like salmon where the water can be at a
higher velocity and hence the boulder spacing can be wider.’

Waterways awarded the Green Flag by the CRT for high
standards, not least removal of litter, have increased by 160km to
640km. Mostly canals and deep water navigations, they include
the 5.5km2 Tees Barrage Park for the first time, including the white
water centre.

The EA’s EA2025 - creating a
better place lays out their plans for
the next five years. Reference to
‘boat’ does not occur once in its 24 pages.
Their Regulating for people, the environment and growth, 2018,
dated 2019, does not include the word ‘boat’ in its 53 pages,
either, although it does include sea bathing.

Herefordshire Wildlife Trust are outraged after discovering that a 1.5km length of the River Lugg has been reprofiled. This section was
designated as SSSI but the meanders have been straightened out, trees grubbed up and burned and gravel excavated, as a result of
which the flow has been increased. Watercrowfoot formerly hosted crayfish, otters, salmon, lampreys and dragonflies.
The relevant section is by the bridge near Kingsland. Our May 85 guide said ‘Now the landscape becomes much less hilly and
meanders between water meadows. Curlews and lapwings are present, kingfishers abound and the first of the few swans and perhaps
a teal are met. The river is wide enough to avoid the swans easily but not so wide that freshly felled trees are prevented from reaching
right across.
‘A 3m sloping weir with small toe drop provides an exhilarating but safe shoot just before the orchards and rectangular hop kilns at
Kingsland are reached.
‘So far the weirs have been safe but now there are several new ones bristling with dangerous anti-scour features.’

INCIDENT FILE
Johnny Mercer, Minister for
Defence People & Veterans, spent
three nights in hospital after an
accident on the Tamar. He capsized
halfway down a weir and hit
his head on the bottom. He still
intends to complete a full length
descent of the river.

on a rock in the middle of the river, it was reported. Rutherford Cauld
is starting to break up on the left. Opinions differ on whether to take it
on the left or the right. It is thought that levels in the river are generally
getting lower because of abstraction.

Pictured Rocks close up

Lake Superior’s Pictured Rocks are a wonderful set of sandstone cliffs
stained in many colours by impurities in the rocks. Caves at the base of
the cliffs add further interest. Consequently, they are an attractive paddle.
(See Oct 94, p39 for pictures.) A group were paddling at the base of the
cliffs when a small rockfall encouraged them to move away. They had
just done so when a large section of cliff broke away and crashed into
the lake where they had just been paddling.

Tweed fatality

A 15 year old local girl died while paddling on the Tweed at
Rutherford near Kelso with another paddler in March, after being stuck
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Rutherford Cauld on the Tweed.
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Around Alaska - Part 3

pushed off from the ice and the kayak slid into the water stern first.
Following four days of watching and waiting for the ice to melt, the
novelty of being surrounded by ice had worn off. I realized that sunny
days with warm temperatures were not moving the ice pack; strong
winds, big seas and strong currents were required to break up the ice.
It was now day eight since I had left Nome. I had halved my daily food
ration and, since continuing fine weather was forecast on the radio, I felt
there was no alternative but to paddle back to Nome and stock up on
more food.

More ice
than you can shake a stick at!

Crossing the Arctic Circle

Nome to Inuvik
1st June - 13th August 1991

My first experience of sea ice, melting floes all around. Is this an
icy duck? In the background ar the hills beyond Port Clarence.

Slowed by ice

My overnight camp on an old Inuit hut site at Cape Douglas.
There is open water eastwards to the next headland.

In the northern summer of 1991 my cunning plan was to paddle
from Nome through the Bering Strait into the Chukchi Sea, then
around Point Barrow, the northern tip of Alaska, into the Beaufort Sea
then eastwards along the coast to the Canadian town of Inuvik in the
Mackenzie River delta. This town had road access. A distance of only
some 1,500 miles, I expected the paddle to take a maximum of 50
days. This was based on my all up average of 31 miles per day for the
1990 trip. However, the 1991 trip ended up taking a total of 73 days,
very much owing to ice conditions. What commenced in May as being
one of the best years for ice, turned out by August to be a worse than
average year for difficult ice conditions.

The false start from Nome

Shishmaref

On 1st June 1991 I flew from Anchorage to Nome via the coastal
village of Kotzebue. I knew the ice breakup had occurred early at
Nome on 6th May so, as the aircraft banked over Kotzebue Sound, I

Wales

Start

The Alaskan Airline flight after landing at Kotzebue, a beautiful
balmy summer day.
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was shocked and stunned to see a solid sheet of ice filling the sound
from shore to shore. Not a single lead or glimmer of sea was visible. I
could not believe my eyes. I had hoped to cross Kotzebue Sound 10
days or so after leaving Nome.
As the aircraft descended to land at Nome the sea was ice free with
only a few remnant winter snowbanks scattered around the town. My
kayak had been in safe storage at Nome for the winter. All I had to
do was check my equipment and purchase fresh food for the first 200
mile leg to Shishmaref. One week previously I had posted out my five
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food resupply parcels from Anchorage to the isolated coastal villages
of Shishmaref, Point Hope, Point Lay, Barrow and Kaktovik. Each
cardboard box included a letter to the postmaster stating I was a Kiwi
paddling around Alaska and would arrive on an approximate date.
Only two days out of Nome, I reached the southern limit of
the icepack. Progress slowed. On 5th June, after launching from an
overnight camp on Cape Douglas, I followed a narrow shore lead for
only three miles before reaching impenetrable ice. To reach terra firma
from the lead I had to drag the kayak over 200 yards of shorefast ice. For
the next four days, while I waited for the ice to either melt or move
offshore, the weather was perfect. Overnight, ice would form on my
tent and the sea would freeze but the days were sunny and calm. It was
so frustrating to wait on shore while the weather was so perfect.
Not that I was content just to sit on the beach and wait. I walked six
miles along the coast to see if there was a shore lead, which there wasn’t,
and tried paddling out to sea around the ice pack. Pressure ridges up
to 15 feet high, where the floes had been shoved together, allowed me
a commanding view across the ice pack. When I began losing sight of
shore, and there was still no way on through the ice, I decided to retrace
my tracks back to my campsite.
Since this was my first experience with sea ice, I was learning
new techniques each day. Landing on the icefloes had worried me
immensely since some of the best kayakers have been lost during or
after landing on icefloes. In August 1932 Gino Watkins disappeared
without trace while seal hunting in the icefloes on the east coast of
Greenland. His trousers and sprayskirt were found on a floe, his kayak
found floating but of Gino, who had learnt the art of kayaking and
rolling from the Inuit, no trace was ever found.
I did have a marked advantage over the old skin boat paddlers in that
the hull of my kayak was built from two layers of Kevlar. Combined
with the swept up Nordkapp bow, I found I could paddle the kayak
on to low icefloes with ease. All I had to do was find a low section
of floe that was not more than six inches above sea level and was also
reasonably flat. At full paddling speed the kayak would slide easily onto
the ice, where I could step out of the cockpit with dry feet. I learnt
quickly to have a rope from the decklines handy to secure the kayak.
This was vital, particularly if a wind was blowing, since the ice was so
slippery. Launching was also very easy. Sitting in the cockpit, I simply

Back safely in Nome, a spell of bad weather finally arrived. Rain, sleet
and snow were accompanied by a strong southerly wind. With a report
of favourable ice conditions up to the Bering Strait, I started out again
on 16th June and reached the small Inuit village of Wales by 18th. The
winter had been harsh. The ice pack had only moved offshore in the
past few days. The village’s main street was still buried under six foot
deep snowdrifts. The town was only small with a population of some
160 people. Apart from the houses there was a school, a store and a
white geodesic dome structure, which contained the post office and
town council office.
I was fortunate to see and photograph two walrus skin covered
umiaks which, in 1990, had been used to make a crossing from Siberia
across the Bering Strait to Wales. Umiaks are large open boats, built with
internal frames of either driftwood or sawn timber, lashed together with
walrus skin cord and covered with walrus skins. They vary in length
from 15 to 40 feet and in ancient times were propelled by paddles.
Although some are now set up with masts and sails, it is more common
for modern umiaks to have a well near the stern for an outboard motor.
From Wales to Barrow, umiaks were still used to hunt and harpoon
bowhead whales.
From a hill above Wales, I had a commanding view across the Bering
Strait to Big and Little Diomede islands and beyond them, 50 miles
away, the snowclad hills of Siberia stood clear above the icepack. I
was looking out across the migration route for the American Indian
population when they moved eastwards from Asia across the Bering
Land Bridge. Thousands of years later, the Eskimos and Aleuts migrated
across the land bridge into Alaska and then the sea level rose, slowly

The two walrus skin covered umiaks at Wales. They were used for
a crossing of the Bering Strait.

Sunlight glows through the translucent walrus skin. The mast
step for sailing is visible with a hole in the seat to support the
mast while sailing.
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Barrow

Cape Beaufort

Alaska - Canada
Border

heart began to pound. I realized they were simply trying to get rid of
the annoying clouds of insects. One bear came so close, with just his
head out of the water, he could have touched the kayak bow with his
paw. I felt no threat from the bears and it was obvious the bears felt no
threat from me. It was a magic moment, almost an unbearable one, a
great highlight of the Alaska trip.

Freddie Goodhope steers his runabout upriver at Cape Espenberg
to check his set nets.
the ice to move. I could have dragged the kayak across the ice but I was
determined to paddle every inch of the way around Alaska.

Barrow, the northern tip of Alaska

Kotzebue Sound

After crossing the Arctic Circle.
submerging and cutting off this migration route. South of the strait lay
the Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea while to the north lay the Arctic
Ocean and the Chukchi Sea.
To the north, the icepack’s southern fringe lay only a few miles away.
Only 18 miles along the coast from Wales, towards my first food dump
at Shishmaref, I hit impenetrable ice. I was held up for another two days
before crossing the Arctic Circle on 25th June. There was no marker
or stake behind the sand beach to mark this latitude of 66 degrees and
33 minutes. It was my very first time in the land of 24 hour daylight.
To celebrate this auspicious occasion all I could do was hold up the
map and snap a self portrait. As I paddled northwards towards Barrow, I
would not see a sunset again until late summer when, hopefully, I would
be nearing the end of my trip.
Sandy beach backed by a low dune ridge formed this next long
section of sweeping shore to Kotzebue Sound. Further inland, low bare
tundra flats extended as far as the eye could see. The icepack was always
close against the beach, sometimes with a narrow continuous shore lead,
where I could paddle in a straight line but at other times small floes
were packed in tight against the beach. The tightly packed floes required
zigzagging, backtracking and even bashing the kayak bow against small
floes so I could open a passage just wide enough for the kayak. When
the ice formed an impassable barrier I would land and wait patiently for

My first view of a solid sea ice cover filling Kotzebue Sound, seen
from the flight from Kotzebue to Nome. The curving point in the
distance is Cape Espenberg.
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At Espenberg, the site of an old fish camp and now a summer
home for a reindeer farmer, I landed to climb onto a dune and look
across Kotzebue Sound. The outlook for a quick crossing of the sound
looked bleak. Beyond a narrow shore lead a continuous sheet of sea ice
stretched as far as my eye could see.
I met Freddie Goodhope, an Inuit reindeer farmer, and his wife,
Janie. Although it was 2.00pm Freddie was just getting out of bed
when I arrived. He and his family had been out all night seal hunting
from a skiff in the ice. Freddie invited me to join him in an aluminium
runabout to check his set nets upriver. The catch of five whitefish and
trout was boiled up for breakfast at 4.00 o’clock in the afternoon!
Freddie farmed a herd of 288 reindeer which were corralled twice
a year, once for dehorning and again at freezeup to give the animals
their shots to ward off disease and parasites. When selected animals were
slaughtered the meat was either flown to Shishmaref or taken by skidoo
and sled across the snowcovered tundra.
Kotzebue Sound, at its narrowest point, is 35 miles wide. Because of
the icepack I could not take this shortest course when I launched at
7.30am on 26th June and was forced to follow the shore lead eastwards.
One promising lead headed northwards but after four miles it came to
an absolute dead end in solid, unbroken, first year ice. I had no option
but to backtrack to the shore lead. I tried several more leads but they
always came to dead ends.
Hovering above the ice was a mirage or band of white but I kept
seeing a short section of blue mirage above the ice to the north, which
I felt sure lay above open water. No matter how I tried, I couldn’t find a
lead that headed in the right direction. Several times I landed on the ice
and climbed onto pressure ridges to search for a lead. At 12.30pm I was
feeling demoralized and tempted to turn back to Cape Espenberg.
One last time I landed and climbed on top of a pressure ridge. Half
a mile away there appeared to be a lead and I could hear the sound of
breaking waves working in the lead. Normally, in the densely packed
icefloes, there was virtually no sound, just the gentle dripping of melt
water into the sea and lapping and surging under the floes. When I
heard the sound of chop I knew there was an area of open water. It had
taken me five hours to find this lead.
I knew it would lead to open water as a low westerly chop was
tossing. Hour by hour, as I paddled, the lead went on and on and the
wind kept lifting. The lead would close down to a narrow gap then
open up into a broad open area. Mid afternoon I landed in the lee of a
large floe and pulled the kayak onto the ice. The chop was beginning to
break over the kayak decks. This was one great advantage of paddling in
ice. I could stop in the middle of Kotzebue Sound for a pee and a look
around and pull on my survival suit.
Twelve hours after launching I broke clear of the ice onto open water.
Two hours later I ground the kayak bow onto a gravel beach on the
north side of Kotzebue Sound. When I tried to stand up, my left knee
was all knotted up, too long locked into the foam kneerests. I staggered
around for a minute or two like I had been on the turps!
The ice had turned a 35 mile open water crossing into a 50 mile ice
dodge. I was immensely relieved to be ashore again after 14 hours on
the water. This was the longest crossing I had to complete for the 1991
trip.
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Harold Ahmahsuk and a friend discuss the perils of walrus
hunting from skin umiaks in the old days at Sinuk.

Brown bears

By the time I reached Cape Beaufort on 6th July I was considering
myself fortunate. I had not seen a single brown bear but paddling past
a gravel beach, backed by gentle rolling tundra slopes, working my way
through loose packice, I saw a movement on shore. Two bulky shapes,
moving across the tundra towards the beach; they were too big for
Arctic foxes, too solid for caribou.
They were big coastal brown bears! Standing on hind legs, they
sparred and pawed at each other as they neared the beach. I lost sight of
them behind a stranded icefloe and pulled out my two cameras. Then
I put on speed and glided out from behind the floe towards where the
two bears were scrapping on the beach. I kept my arm movements very
slow as I drifted in close to the beach. The bears glanced in my direction
but otherwise took absolutely no notice of me.
Clouds of mosquitoes hovered thickly around the bears. They were
magnificent specimens with black patches of fur around their eyes.
When they walked into the sea, directly towards the kayak bow, my

Late afternoon on 17th July I was struggling to reach the town of
Barrow. Swirls of thick cold, clammy fog limited visibility to 200 yards.
An onshore wind had forced the icepack hard against the beach, leaving
only short stretches of shore lead where I could paddle in a straight line.
The kayak took a hammering as I used the bow as a battering ram to
force a way through the floes. I nearly capsized while skating at speed
over a low tongue of ice. I had not seen a projecting knob of ice and,
at speed, it nearly flipped me over. Only a desperate slap support stroke
kept me from a dunking in the icy water.
The fog was so thick it was difficult to estimate the distance
remaining to Barrow. I could hear the sounds of vehicles and machinery
so knew it was close. The ice was really bad, packed hard against the
beach, forcing a snail’s pace. Through the murk I noticed an old Inuit
chap strolling along the gravel beach.
‘How far to Barrow?’ I called out.
‘Keep paddling for half a mile and land by some skiffs parked on the
beach,’ he replied.
‘Where have you come from?’ the chap asked.
‘I started this year from Nome and camped last night at Skull Cliffs.’
The Eskimo chap looked at the fog and the ice packed hard against
the beach and said ‘You’ve just come from around the corner, haven’t
you?’
For the next three days I stayed with Geoff and Marie Carroll,
which fortunately coincided with a spell of bad weather, snow, sleet,
rain and strong winds. Geoff worked as a ranger for the Fish & Game
Department, keeping track of the numbers of caribou, bears and
bowhead whales. Marie, his Inuit wife, was a representative for the
North Slope Borough on the International Whaling Commission.
Hunting of bowhead whales was still carried out from Barrow in
late spring. When the first lead formed offshore, umiaks were towed on
sledges behind skidoos to open water where the hunters waited until a
whale was spotted. The umiaks were launched and the whale was killed
by harpoon and darting gun. After a kill, many of the Barrow townsfolk
helped to winch the whale onto the ice where it was cut into small
pieces. The blubber and meat were shared out amongst all the villagers.

What do we have here? Is this breakfast?
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join him exercising the dogs. Although it was supposedly summer, with
no snow on the ground, sleet and snow were falling as we harnessed the
excited dogs. Normally in summer the dogs remain tethered with little
or no exercise, so the dogs were overjoyed for the chance of a romp
over the tundra. Clinging to a big freight sled with clouds of steam from
the dog’s breath and bouncing over the tundra on the sled was a magic
experience.
Barrow, with a population of over 3,000, is one of the largest Inuit
settlements and is the centre of local government for the North Slope
Borough, the world’s largest municipal government. At the modern
supermarket I was able to stock up on fresh food, meat and milk for
the next 360 mile leg to Kaktovik. When the sun rises on 10th May in
Barrow each year, it does not set again until 2nd August; no wonder this
country is called the ‘land of the midnight sun.’

Reaching the border

Sea ice in the background, tundra in the foreground, with Paul
hugging the pointy border plinth between Alaska and Canada.

Must be close to the finish of the Alaskan paddle, not only proper
small trees but also the remains of a strip built open canoe.

Paul Caffyn photographs

On July 21st, I farewelled Geoff at Point Barrow, the northernmost
tip of Alaska, and paddled from the Chukchi Sea onto the Beaufort Sea.
By this date in a normal year the icepack has broken up and moved
offshore; however, 1991 was turning into a bad year for ice. No freight
barges or vessels had been able to near Barrow let alone the producing
Geoff harnessing the excited dogs at Barrow.
oilfields at Kuparuk and Prudhoe Bay.
For the next 15 days I dodged through the ice, mostly under cloudy
Bowhead whales grow up to 60 feet long and weigh as much as 60 tons. skies and often through thick fog until I closed on the goal of my Alaska
The umiak men had to be highly skilled to avoid being capsized by a trip, the border between Alaska and Canada. On a cloudy evening on
4th August I slowly manœuvered my way through tightly packed floes
harpooned bowhead.
Geoff Carroll was a member of the 1986 Steger International Polar alongside a gravel beach until abeam of a navigation tower near the
Expedition, which reached the North Pole by dog team and sled. Ever border. I landed, climbed a 20 foot high mud bank and walked across
since, Geoff has been fond of Greenland huskies and kept a team of 12 a broad tundra terrace to a low bronze plinth. On the east side,was
dogs tethered at the back of his house. Geoff asked me if I would like to Canada and on the west, Alaska. For four years of planning and three

The virtue of proximity to the Mackenzie rivermouth, a driftlog
windbreak built in minutes.
years of paddling, I had been struggling to reach this solitary bronze
monument. There was no one to take a photo or to say ‘Well done, old
chap,’ so I had to settle for a self portrait hugging the border monument.
Since there was not a decent campsite near, I climbed back into the
kayak and paddled into Canadian waters. Although I had completed my
trip around the coastline of Alaska it was by no means the end of the
1991 trip; another 240 miles lay ahead to reach the road end at Inuvik.

Northwest Passage

21st July 1991, leaving Barrow for the next leg along the north Alaskan coast to Kaktovik.

Alaska - Canada
Border

King Point
The Finish
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Ever since leaving Barrow I was paddling through ice laden waters
where some of the great names in Arctic exploration had attempted
to find the elusive Northwest Passage. Starting with John Cabot in
1497, the British made a concerted effort to blaze a trail through the
passage, culminating in the 1845 Franklin Expedition, which virtually
disappeared without trace with the loss of two ships and 129 men. In
the following years, search parties on both ice and sea made the final
connection for the Northwest Passage; however it wasn’t until 1906 that
the first complete sea traverse of the Northwest Passage was completed.
In August of that year Roald Amundsen passed through the Bering
Strait in the 47 ton herring sloop Gjoa. With a crew of six, he set off
from Norway in 1903 and spent two winters at Gjoa Haven, carrying
out scientific observations and exploring by dog team. In the summer
of 1906 Amundsen’s goal was the Bering Strait but poor ice conditions
forced him to winter over for a third year at King Point.
Snow was piling up on the sleeves of my survival suit as I neared
King Point. An Arctic front had passed through only hours before with
galeforce winds and freezing temperatures. When seas began breaking
over my shoulder I landed through surf on a very exposed beach. With
no shelter and chilling temperatures, I was almost an exposure case
within minutes. Fortunately, as it was only 50 miles from the Mackenzie
River delta, driftwood was piled thickly at the head of the beach. I used
an Inuit trick to quickly build a solid wall of driftlogs behind which
I could shelter from the biting wind. Using slivers of the resin rich
timber, I had a fire going in minutes and was able to warm up with a
hot brew of tea.

The strange mixture of fulfillment, achievement and
disappointment that the end of the Alaskan trip is only minutes
away at the Inuvik barge landing, 13th August 1991.
When the wind and sea eased I paddled along to King Point and
landed to see where Amundsen and his men had spent 10 long months
waiting for the ice to break up. It was a desolate place, a long gravel spit
backed by a small lagoon with rolling tundra slopes inland. I would have
liked to spend more time there but, as it was so cold and sleet was still
falling, I decided it was far warmer paddling the kayak.

The Mackenzie River delta

On August 11th I finally left the icepack astern and entered the swift
flowing, murky waters of the Mackenzie River delta. For another two
days, I plugged upstream against the strong current for 80 miles. I was
heading for Inuvik but trailing a cloud of mosquitoes and steam as I
sweated in warmer temperatures. At 7.15pm on 13th August I ran the
kayak bow onto a mud bank at the Inuvik barge dock. The Alaska trip
was finally complete.

Paul Caffyn

Summary for 1991 - Nome to Inuvik
Total distance covered: 1,511 miles
Start to finish time: 73 days
Rest and recuperation days: 1
Icebound days: 8
Weatherbound days: 12
Total paddling days: 52
Total non paddling days: 21
All up average: 20.7 miles per day
Paddling day average: 29.1 miles per day
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Peter demonstrates bow down and stern down trims.
A selection of kayak shapes used by the teenagers on one of the trips, seen here on Luing.

Buoyancy point of view 3

Directional control

David on Luing, a different trip with a different companion.
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Anglesey 1988 (1): Mark was stuck in a swell of three to five feet
and high winds from force 5 to 7. The kayak had a leak into the hull
and had taken on so much water that there was no moving anywhere
owing to the weight of greater than 100 litres in the hull space. Mark’s
companion went for help while Mark continued to drift more than two
miles out to sea.
The Minch 1987 (D Hayter, pers comm): David and his companion
were halfway into a 15 mile crossing of the Minch from Skye to Lewis
on Scotland’s west coast when he became aware his kayak was sluggish
to respond. Soon after that he realised his kayak was taking on water
into the hull space. The wind was on the beam, a northerly force 5.
Rosario Strait 1993 (2a, 2b): off Cypress Island on Canada’s west
coast, Larry’s kayak became slower and slower relative to his companion
and it was evident water was entering the hull via the hatch covers
which were missing their neoprene seals. Eventually, Larry’s companion
set off for help to the mainland one and a half miles away. Larry
continued paddling in difficult conditions, reportedly forty knot winds
and six foot waves, for many more minutes until so much water had
entered the hull that the cockpit subsequently flooded and he was
capsized by a wave soon after. Staying with the kayak for a minute or
two he decided to swim for the mainland 0.7 miles away. With his dry
suit, hypothermia was a greatly reduced risk. However, the 21/2 knot
ebb current was carrying him south into the open strait.
Baffin Island 1998 (3): Maryln Chan, caught in an offshore wind,
drifted past her three companions and shouted that she did not know
what to do. Her ‘Solstice’ sea kayak was pointing north, downwind,
toward the open sea and sea ice and she could not turn it back towards
the shore.
The first three examples illustrate potential loss of directional control
and the fourth, actual loss. Directional control of kayaks or open canoes
is crucial and should be as easy as possible. When considering the
performance of kayaks and canoes it is useful to think of the paddled
performance and the safety performance as each end of a spectrum.
For paddled performance we can think of how fast the craft is, how
stable in waves, how easy to turn. For safety performance the prime
consideration is the ease and speed of recovery from mishap. Mishap
generally falls into two scenarios, capsize or water ingress to the hull.
Lying in the middle of the spectrum, between paddled and safety
performance, is directional control which is partly an aspect of paddled
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performance but also affects safety. In this present article ‘recovery’
is used only to mean self-recovery or recovery with the assistance of
other kayakers/canoeists. The term ‘rescue’ is one I prefer to use for the
intervention of outside bodies such as the RNLI, Coastguard etc.
Kayaks and canoes are generally long, shallow draught craft.
Directional stability of such craft is sensitive to trim; by trim I
specifically mean how level the craft sits in the water, its fore and
aft pitch. Small changes in the fore and aft attitude of the craft will
influence the heading the craft will take up in any wind. In many
canoeing publications, instructional literature and, nowadays, in
electronic media, it is common to find the tendency of the craft to go
into the wind described as ‘weather cocking’(4). Other words often used
include ‘pivot point’ or that the craft ‘turns into’ or ‘turns away from’
the wind. I first came across terminology like this in print while I was
reading up on sea kayak techniques and assisted recovery methods (5).
In sailing, the typical terms are ‘lee helm’ and ‘weather helm’. In the
BCU Canoeing Handbook (6) I could find no mention of the effect of
wind on directional control on open water either under ‘Directional
Stability’ (p32) or under ‘wind’ (p277). Trimming open canoes is
discussed, ‘... allow the stern to pivot downwind’ (p419).
Around 1978-80 I was starting work on outdoor courses based on
Scarba, north of Jura on Scotland’s west coast, for which I took the sea
kayaking part including accompanying the teenagers on expeditions
of three days or longer around the islands. These courses took place
over fifteen years. Early in this period I acquired a kayak made by Alan
Byde with a variable skeg and over a year or two came to a better
understanding of directional control. The terminology I had come
across before, ie weather cocking, turn, pivot point etc had been
misleading and befuddled my thinking. Kayaks and canoes do not ‘turn’
into or away from the wind or have ‘pivot points’. It is much better
to describe the change of heading in terms of the craft dragging bow
(or stern) up into the wind or the stern (or bow) blowing downwind
because, all the time, the craft will be slipping sideways in the water to at
least some extent. This is a better way to describe it and conveys what is
actually happening and aids understanding.
On Scarba our courses involved many young teenagers who were
educationally challenged yet, when I explained the effect of trim on the
heading of their craft in a wind, they would often perfectly understand
the principle. This would commonly lead to some of the teenagers
becoming very fussy about adjusting the trim and on occasions we
would stop while one would go ashore to fetch a heavier rock to lash
on the bow or stern to trim the craft to make the kayak follow exactly
the heading required. It may be that the importance of trim adjustment

is overlooked in current teaching. Once, in a large group of mature,
weekend leisure paddlers going up the Sound of Mull, I noticed that
a girl at the rear was having trouble keeping up. It transpired her kayak
was continually forcing a heading west (into the gentle wind) and the
constant lefthand correcting strokes were tiring her rapidly. She had a
water bag on her front deck and it was a simple matter to alter the trim
of her kayak by transferring the bag to the rear deck thus changing
the kayak’s heading to the same as the rest of the group. The stern of
her kayak was now dragging upwind or, if you like, the bow was now
blowing downwind (the same result).
In the fourth example above, Maryln Chan, caught in the offshore
wind off Baffin Island with the stern of her kayak dragging upwind
(shoreward), did not have this conceptual understanding and did not
know that going with the kayak, paddling backwards, maintaining
stern to shore, would have involved little directional effort and would
have slowed her drift. In contrast, as she discovered trying vainly, it was
impossible to turn her kayak to head bow to shore. Sadly, she was never
seen again.
In 1984, with my new understanding of directional control came
the desire to spread this insight and Alan Byde and I collaborated in an
article comparing skegs with rudders that eventually saw some exposure
in the Advanced Sea Kayak Club Newsletter (7). My attempt, in 1986,
to have this article published in CoDe, the coaching newsletter of the
BCU, was blocked by a prominent, established, UK manufacturer, biased
by commercial interest, on whom the BCU Director of Coaching relied
at that time for technical advice. In a reader survey published in 1987
in Sea Kayaker magazine (now defunct) the author, Randal Washburne,
stated that “unexpected wind caused trouble for the ‘vast’ majority” of
the 683 respondents who had encountered difficulty. Directional control
in a wind depends on even trim of the craft and also the craft’s paddling
properties (8).
Once a kayak develops a leak, directional control by the crew may
be lost rapidly unless the hull is confluent and is a continuous space.
The ‘slow leak’ experiment carried out in 1991 by Peter Carter in
Australia, ably illustrates the difference between a confluent hull kayak
and one with conventional bulkheads (9). The two kayaks were identical
and differed only in their internal hull with one having a confluent
(continuous) hull space and with the other subdivided by bulkheads. A
slow leak was simulated by a 6 mm hole drilled into the same bow area
of each kayak and simultaneously exposed at the start of a triangular
course followed by the paddlers. Even in the calm conditions and
relatively gentle breeze of 5 to 10 kts the kayak with bulkheads began
losing directional stability within eight minutes and the experiment

Peter Carter’s 1991 trials. The float is simply to mark the location for the photographer.
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‘Hatches Off’ recovery

The first three incidents, outlined above, all involve water ingress to
the hull. In each case, however, the kayaks had a confluent hull space
constrained in the middle by the cockpit moulding (pod). Some years
prior to the 1988 Anglesey incident the manufacturer of the kayak
decided to see if hull water could be removed at sea. It was discovered
that hull emptying was straightforward and the recovery method was
called the ‘Hatches Off ’ rescue and included in the user’s manual for
that kayak model (10). No other kayak buoyancy design configuration
is capable of this recovery. It is quite remarkable when you see it
carried out. The flooded kayak can be low in the water, floating only
because of the solid buoyancy at each end and trapped air under the
deck (eg 11, Winning 1990, fig 29). The assisting paddler in another
craft removes the hatch covers and turns the flooded kayak on its side
while drawing it over the foredeck of his kayak. In this manoeuvre all
the air in the hull goes up to the end being lifted across the deck of the
assistant’s craft, so no weight of water is involved in the lift. Once the
rear hatch clears the water surface, the solid bow buoyancy block is at
this point a metre or so under water and provides the lift that forces the
hull water to flow out of the front hatch opening because air can now
enter the rear hatch opening. The effect is like a surfacing submarine.
Once complete, there is little water left in the hull, the hatch covers
can be replaced and the paddler in the water restored to the (minimum
volume) cockpit. The process takes only a little longer than it takes to
read this description.
In contrast, the equivalent hull flooding in conventional kayaks
with bulkheads has no proven, robust method of water removal.
Unfortunately, at that time, the then BCU Director of Coaching
did not understand this innovative recovery method ‘I will certainly
consider the inclusion of the “Hatches Off ” rescue for a new addition
of the handbook. I have not actually tried the rescue, and must confess
to being at a loss to understand the difference between this and the
common sense requirement to remove a hatch in order to empty a
flooded compartment of a conventional sea kayak. No doubt when I
get around to actually doing it for real I may get the message.” (Good,
Geoff, letter to P Lamont 22nd November 1990).
An example from 2007 of hull flooding in a conventional bulkheaded
kayak is given by Jeff Allen in Ocean Paddler in an incident management
article (12): ‘I was part of an incident recently where a collision between
two kayaks resulted in a very large hole in the front of a kayak; the
kayak was part of a rafted tow in a strong tidal race and instantly went
down by the nose. The person towing the raft assumed a blown hatch
cover and to lift the bow up asked the paddler to exit the cockpit,
hindsight is a wonderful thing, he needed to get the nose up to confirm
and deal with the missing hatch cover, but with the paddler in the
cockpit he couldn’t. By getting the person out of the kayak the situation

The cockpit pod in the Sea Tiger.
then went further downhill as the cockpit instantly filled and the kayak
became unrecoverable.’ Note the word here, ‘unrecoverable. The author
fails to recognize the flaw in the buoyancy design of the stricken kayak
in the rafted tow (no solid end buoyancy and no confluent hull space)
and there is an underlying assumption that there is no possibility of easy
emptying of the hull water at sea by means of a recovery method that
works. This is despite the existence of the 1990 Winning report from
sixteen years earlier, where the method is tested and proven in waves, at
sea, with a kayak load of sand bags (see ref 11: Appendix I). In addition,
the hull emptying method was described in the 1986 manual for the
Sea Tiger (10). Incidentally, assistance using the rafted double technique
is usually much more efficient and practical than a rafted tow, especially
if longer than a few minutes is required and the assisted person can
actively paddle (13). Instead of one person towing two, everyone is
paddling.
Directional control depends on and is very susceptible to

maintenance of an even trim (fore and aft pitch) especially with long,
shallow draft hulls. As wind strength increases some craft will become
so constrained by the wind that the crew may be unable to choose their
preferred direction like Maryln Chan in the fourth example above.
Only a confluent hull can ensure directional control in the rare event
of a hull or hatch leak. To be effective, internal hull confluence has to be
constrained so that appreciable amounts of water cannot surge fore and
aft. In the Sea Tiger and Puffin kayaks the integrated or ‘pod’ cockpit
acts as a midships constraint. Conventional craft with bulkheads could
easily be converted to be made confluent by linking the compartments
with tubing. This would only need to be about 20 mm diameter at the
keel but, if greater at gunwale level, would enable the capability of a
‘Hatches Off ’ recovery provided solid end buoyancy was fixed in place.
It will seem counterintuitive to manufacturers and paddlers of
decked craft with bulkheads to join their watertight compartments but
experience and experiments show that this feature can be a lifesaver
as outlined in the first three examples above and demonstrated in
Peter Carter’s 1991 experiment. In the first example incident above,
Mark’s kayak had a leak near the waterline that allowed water into the
confluent hull space eventually preventing him from making forward
progress. Despite having taken on a large amount of water into the hull,
he did not need to vacate the craft until the helicopter arrived about an
hour later. In a conventional kayak with bulkheads, a bow or stern down
trim in such conditions would have dictated the paddled course and
probably also led to early capsize since the conditions were ‘severe’ with
strong wind and five to six foot swell.
In the second example, David’s directional control in the beamon, northerly F5 wind was unaffected because the hull water in the
confluent hull space was evenly distributed. His kayak was packed with
equipment bags, limiting the total amount of water entering the hull.
On landing on the Isle of Harris, David found that the equipment bags
in the kayak were buoyed up tight against the hatches by the onboard
water. He estimates that there were 10 to 12 UK gallons or 45 to 60
litres of seawater in the hull. In contrast, a conventional, bulkheaded
kayak would have been directionally compromised by even a small
proportion of that water amount in either the fore or aft compartment
(9, 11, 15). In the Minch, fore flooding would have dictated a heading
into the wind and aft flooding, a bow downwind heading. Cockpit
flooding would have reduced lateral stability and probably preceded a
capsize. Any of these scenarios would have had serious consequences for
David.
The third example is the more interesting in that the incident was
reviewed by experts in the USA and a full report published in Sea
Kayaker magazine and repeated in a book (2a, 2b). Subsequently, a thirty
minute TV documentary was produced. The paddler, Larry Keiser,
ended up swimming. He was wearing a dry suit that prevented quick
hypothermia and was able to swim for a considerable distance towards
the mainland. Even so, he missed the first mainland promontory then
an island (Burrows Island) and, with a big effort, only just reached the
final, small island (Allen Island), before the open strait. This achievement
was made possible, crucially, by the many minutes he was able to paddle
in the correct direction while his kayak was filling with water. This is a
point that was completely missed by the Sea Kayaker report author. In
the inaccurate TV documentary, two completely different kayaks (both
with bulkheads) were used for the re-enactment. In the incident Larry
was paddling a Puffin kayak, a Canadian model that has a confluent
hull space as part of its buoyancy design. Larry Kaiser’s survival has
been attributed entirely to his drysuit but the buoyancy design of the
Puffin Larry was paddling, with its confluent hull space, made an equal,
unrecognized contribution, in that it enabled him to paddle a crucial,
vital distance for many minutes before capsizing and starting to swim.
By contrast, in a conventional kayak he would have lost directional
control earlier, have capsized much earlier and his swim would have
been many tens of metres farther and he would have not made the last,
small island before being swept out into the open strait.

Summary

Duncan Winning’s hatches off experiments, figs 29 and 30.
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In these four Canoeist articles (16, 17, 18 and this article) I have
attempted to outline and explain the rationale for buoyancy design
principles that have been proven to enhance safety performance in
paddled craft. Note that these buoyancy design principles advocated
have little or nothing to do with the outside shape of the craft. The
first article is a diagrammatic summary of the logic, the second deals
with the need for solid buoyancy, the third for speed of recovery
by reducing water ingress and the fourth (this one) for a noncompartmented (confluent) hull allowing hull water equalization and
prolonging directional control in the event of a hull leak. The safety

Peter Lamont photographs

was halted by twenty minutes with the confluent hull kayak still
directionally responsive to the paddler while directional control had
mostly been lost with the bulkhead kayak.
All these considerations apply equally to open canoes. However, open
canoes tend to have a continuous hull space and the trim can be easily
altered by the crew moving fore or aft. Almost all decked kayaks are
normally subdivided by bulkheads into separate spaces accessed usually
by hatches of some kind. White water craft tend to have foam or airbag
buoyancy and a continuous hull space but are generally not used in
exposed open water.

The teenagers understood the effects of trim
performance analysis presented here is not something you will find
in other sources, either manufacturers or governing bodies eg ‘We are
under no obligation to publish it [Winning report] or even make it
available necessarily.’ (Good, Geoff, letter to P Lamont, 6th February
1993). This was 45 days before Lyme Bay. The reports, supporting
data and references included here are not publicised except on this
author’s Windslicer website. The bottom line here is that if you want to
transform the safety performance of your craft you will have to do it
yourself.

Peter Lamont
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How old?
attended by the Camping Club, the British Canoe Association,
Manchester Canoe Club, the Clyde Canoe Club and the Royal
Canoe Club. All agreed to set up a new organization called the British
Canoe Union, which affiliated to the Olympic Committee and the
Internationalen Representation for Kanusport. (Although the BCU
referred to this organization as the International Canoe Federation, the
English translation, it did not officially become the ICF until 1946.)
Britain was then allowed to enter a team of paddlers to the 1936
Olympics. We sent three paddlers, John Dudderidge being one of them.
So, if we took this date British Canoeing would be 85 years old. This is
the date that British Canoeing are using, their reasoning ‘as this is when
the organization was formally recognized as a paddling specific NGB
and recognized by the ICF’.
The British Canoe Association dropped its name and became the
Canoe-Camping Club to save confusion and the British Canoe Union
published its first handbook and took over the national work of the
BCA, acknowledging this within its first handbook. ‘… the Canoe
Section of the Camping Club has generously handed over to it (the
BCU) for the benefit of all canoeists certain privileges which were
previously enjoyed by its own members. Not the least of the privileges
is the production of the handbook, the previous edition of which was
produced by the Canoe Section…)
The Royal Canoe Club had, back in the 1880s, produced sets of
rules for racing, which had been adopted by the BCA, and the BCA
had in turn adopted these rules and were organizing tours and sending
representatives (although not competitors) to events in Europe and to
meetings of the Internationalen Representation for Kanusport.
Or perhaps we should take the date of the founding of the Canoe
Club, 26th July 1866, as this was the first organization to define what
a canoe was and laid down rules for racing, not just for kayaks but
including canoes and sailing canoes. This would make us 155 years old!
British Canoeing has undergone many changes and identities over the
years, becoming British Canoe Union Ltd, when all members became
shareholders in 1980, and more recently renaming the organization as
British Canoeing and dissolving the limited company.
Just how old we are, in my mind we are older than 85.
Colin Broadway is in the process of writing a book on the history of
canoeing in Britain during this lockdown, which is progressing slowly. If anyone
can give him information on when the Welsh Canoe Association was first formed,
by whom and why, he would appreciate it.This information seems rather elusive.
He has already discovered this information on our other nations’ governing
bodies. colinbroadway@yahoo.com

The Danish Canoe Federation
know how old they are. They
celebrated their centenary on
Mar 5th. The plan is that the
season should finish with the
world sprint championships
near Copenhagen on Sep
15-19th.
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Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

In August 1887 the Royal Canoe Club held a canoe meet on the
Norfolk Broads, which they invited members of other clubs to attend.
Around the campfire of an evening discussions took place on the
success of the American Canoe Association and out of these discussions
it was agreed to form the British Canoe Association.
The influential members of this first association were Mr EB
Tredwen, its first Vice Commodore, Mr P Nisbet, its Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr TH Holding and Mr H Wilmer, all from the Royal Canoe
Club, Messrs Bartley and Livingstone of the Mersey Canoe Club, Mr
GF Holmes of the Humber Yawl Club and Mr RM Richardson of
the Tyne Club. The association received the approval of MacGregor,
who became its first Commodore. The annual subscription was just 10
shillings.
If we take this date as the founding of the British Canoe Association
we would be celebrating our 134th birthday but it could be argued that
we had a quasi-national organization that predates that.
By 1874 the Royal Canoe Club had branches at both the Oxford
and Cambridge Universities, on the Humber and on the Mersey and
several other clubs as distant as the Clyde were all using racing rules set
by the Royal Canoe Club. Surely we could consider that as a national
organization predating by six years the founding of the American Canoe
Association, who lay claim to being the oldest association in the world
but not founded until 1880. Of course, if we accept this, we would be
celebrating our 147th birthday and could rightly claim to be the oldest
in the world.
The British Canoe Association survived as an independent body
until 1933, remaining active until the start of the First World War. From
that time it appears to have become much less active but remained in
existence and was never dissolved.
In 1933 a new group of padders took on the mantle, reformed
the British Canoe Association and affiliated to the Internationalen
Representation for Kanusport when it joined up with the Camping
Club of Great Britain and formed the canoeing section of the Camping
Club, although it still operated under the title of the British Canoe
Association. If we took that date as our founding, we would be 88 years
old.
For the 1936 Olympics it was a requirement that before a sporting
body could submit a team it had to have a strong, independent,
sovereign, governing body, which the Olympic Committee could
recognize. Clearly, as the British Canoe Association was now part of the
Camping Club, whose sole interest was not exclusively canoeing, this
was not the case.
A meeting of interested parties was called on 28th March 1936,

O my first love! You are in my life forever
Like the EAS-COUL-AULIN in Sutherlandshire
Where the Abhainnan Loch Bhig burn
Plunges over the desolate slopes of Leotir Dubh.
Hugh MacDiarmid
he Abhainn Loch Bhig flows northwest across
the Highlands from its source on Beinn Uidhe.
As it passes the prominent 494m Stack of
Glencoul it is joined by the flow from the 197m high
Eas a’ Chùal Aluinn, tresses of hair waterfall, Britain’s
highest fall, dropping down from a shoulder below
776m Glas Bheinn.
It is said that a beautiful maiden threw herself over
the fall in desperation, the fall immediately taking on
the shape of her hair tresses, and that she is sometimes
seen lying at the base of the fall on moonlit nights.
Such an impor tant attraction is extremely
inaccessible, being approached most easily by boat to
Loch Beag and then a 1km walk over rough vegetation
up the valley to the foot of the falls. The remains of old
metal fences are the only signs of human presence.

Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin
Mini
submarines

The narrow top 400m of Loch Beag dries, the west
side rising steeply towards the 593m summit of Cnoc
an Creige.
Islands, some of jagged vertical strata, dot the water
at Glencoul as Loch Beag enters Loch Glencoul.
Oystercatchers and common gulls take up position
here and seals lie about among the wrack. Flows
remain negligible in the loch and a mussel farm is sited
here.
The hills drop away to the west, giving a clear view
through to Quinag, of which the distinctive peaks
of 808m Sàil Gharbh and 776m Sàil Gorm are to
dominate the view down the rest of the loch. Beinn
Aird da Loch rises high above the northeast shore of
the loch to its 530m summit but falls away steadily to
Aird da Loch.

and Britain’s
highest
waterfall

Seals resting at Glencoul.
The road fir st ar r ives at
Unapool, where the Mar yck
Memories of Childhood museum
displays dolls, teddies and other
toys.
Loch Glendhu joins, not just
dark as it passes below Glendhu
Fo re s t bu t a l s o s u b j e c t t o
heavy squalls in southerly and
southwesterly gales. Near its
mouth there are waterfalls as the
Maldie Bur n
descends
f r o m

Britain’s highest waterfall, Eas a’ Chùal Aluinn.

Loch an
Leathiad Bhuain. Fish cages are
sited off its mouth.
Ky l e s k u u s e d t o b e a n
important ferry point but since
1984 the A894 has been carried
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Loch a' Chàirn Bhàin

Loch Glendhu approaches Kylesku from the east.

Loch Glencoul and Stack of Glencoul seen from Unapool.

The old ferry slipway at Kylesku.
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ICF take on
Redtorch

London marketing
agency Redtorch have
been taken on by the ICF
to promote recreational
paddling up to this May.
Their Paddle100 project
involves 100 leading
competitors listing
their favourite paddling
venues.

Rockley run
Buddens

PV Logic solar panels, which are slightly flexible, start
at 240 x 250mm x 4mm thick for the 5W model.
They are waterproof to prevent snagging and self
heal if scratched by low branches. Prices start at £55.

The graceful Kylesku Bridge crosses the loch.
across the graceful Kylesku Bridge, a prestressed
concrete box structure with a 129m main span carried
on V shaped piers, curving onto Garbh Eilean, from
where it is carried north by a conspicuous causeway.
Beyond Uamh Ruaidhridh is Camas na Cusgaig,
the fishery jetty. The former jetty on the south side
leads up to the Kylesku Hotel, which specializes in
local seafood, and to public toilets. Wagtails hop about
between the lobster pots. The road serving Eilean na
Rainich in North Ferry Bay is now
private.
FACT FILE
Caolas Cumhann, under the bridge,
has flows out from 3 hrs 40 mins
Distance
before Dover high water and in from
2 hrs 20 mins after Dover high water
From Loch Beag to Eilean Rairidh is 14km.
at up to 5km/h. The water boils and
Transport
swirls and there can be dangerous
There is no public transport.
eddies at the sides. There are limpets
Campsite
and barnacles on the rocks, possibly
urchins, and kelp can be seen through
There is a campsite 10km away at Scourie.
the clear water.
Youth Hostel
Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin curves away
There is a youth hostel 15km away at
from Kylestrome with a cairn and a
dun near the water.
Achmelvich Beach.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
15 Loch Assynt
Admiralty Charts
1785 North Minch - Northern Part
(1:100,000)
1794 North Minch - Southern Part
(1:100,000)
2502 Edrachillis Bay (1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
Badcall Bay: Dover - 0400
Sea Area
Hebrides
Submarine Area
Stoer
Lifeboat
All weather lifeboat: Lochinver
Connection
Northeast Minch - See Coastal Scotland p145
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Bagh an Duine, between Rubh’ an Fhir Léith and
Rubha Ghallascaig, faces out to Eilean a’ Ghamhna,
notably green with its covering of grass and bushes.
The loch was used during the Second World War to
develop X-Craft. These were mini submarines with the
primary and successful objective of placing explosives
on the hull of the Tirpitz, Germany’s largest ever
battleship, moored in a heavily defended Norwegian
fjord.
These days jellyfish are found below the surface
of the loch. Blackbacked and herring gulls and
cormorants wait on the rocks and deer may be seen
among the heather.
By Kerracher Bay are Kerracher Gardens, only
accessible by boat.
At its mouth the loch is tur ned west into
Eddrachillis Bay by Duartmore Point, almost an
island sheltering Loch Shark below the conifers of
Duartmore Forest, and by the islands of Calba Mór and
Calba Beag. On the south side of the entrance Eilean
Rairidh, studded with deer tracks, extends the shore of
Loch na Mola.
Further off are Oldany Island to the west and a
spattering of islands towards Handa Island in the north.

Sàil Gharbh and Sàil Gorm, peaks of Quinag.

Calbha Beag and Calbha Mòr at the mouth of Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin.
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Rockley, who run
watersports for children,
are to manage Buddens
Activity Centre with
its 40ha site on the
Isle of Purbeck. As
well as kayaks and
paddleboards, they will
have some land activities
for the first time for
schoolchildren and
Scouts.

Foam problems

A lockdown project
has been copying some
of my old music to a
more modern format.
A problem has been
with 8 tracks, where the
foam strip holding the
tape against the reading
head has degenerated in
most cases into a brown
gooey mess. Hang on.
Isn’t this similar foam to
that used in buoyancy
aids?

Campervans are in big demand at present, not least
for those faced with not being able to head for the
holiday on the Costa Wherever. Getting kit on and
off the roof can be a significant exercise. A vertical
rack can be much easier, provided it is remembered
that the clearance may need to be significantly
higher than the vehicle height.
Gravity Industries’ founder,
Richard Browning, used one
of his Jet Suits to fly up to a
simulated casualty at Langdale
Pike. The flight took 90
seconds, compared with what
would be a 25 minute walk for
a paramedic. This opens up a
range of possibilities for rescue
use. Early testing was done
in a concrete farmyard. If you
were going to be falling down
a lot perhaps you would have
chosen somewhere softer, such
as a beach or, at least, a field.

Tribal Sports Nutrition Energy Smoothies are vegan
products made from baobab wild harvested in Africa
by native villagers. Flavours include pineapple and
baobab and morello cherry and baobab with natural
carbs and sugars made from fruit purees and rice
syrup, less concentrated than other sports drinks, to
resist fatigue. Pouches of recyclable polypropylene
are to be introduced this year.

A company has
been showing old
covers of Canoeist
and other magazines
online, suggesting
that we use their
software. While we
are not averse to
the publicity, we
have never had any
involvement with
them.

Kayak Africa have changed their pricing structure for the year. Mumbo Island
has now been moved inline with Domwe Island. Food options are self catering,
providing own food with a hired chef or full catering. Likewise, paddling,
walking, snorkelling and swimming are options that may be selected. You now
pay for what you choose rather the comprehensive package.
CANOEIST May 2021
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Howies’ spring collection

Howies’ spring collection has been released. Here are some of the range:

Bolina’s 280m floating barrier on the Scheldt at Temse is claimed to be the world’s longest. It collects 220kg of floating rubbish per day
from the river for disposal onshore. Its location may not be too obvious from near water level and it is robust enough to resist flows over
7km/h. Some of the bigger ones can be even tougher.

Men’s XXV organic tee in
organic cotton, the name
celebrating Howies’ quarter
century in business, £20.

Men’s Merino polo shortsleeve
made from Merino wool with
button up neck, soft, warm,
breathable, wicks moisture and
is naturally anti bacterial, £59.

Men’s bolt jacket, breathable
but waterproof to 10m
hydrostatic head, waterproof
front zip, packaway hood,
elasticated cuffs and hem,
pockets and reflective tabs on
sleeves and rear, £119.

Men’s Skomer Merino shirt,
breathable, wicks moisture and
is naturally anti bacterial, £75.

Mens Hootee organic zip hoody
in organic cotton with full
length zip, drawcord hood and
pockets, £39.

Stoke Wharf is a proposed development around the head of the Slough Arm of the
Grand Union Canal. It will provide what will become 312 homes and brighten up
what is currently a rather neglected length of canal. Although not a proposal for the
foreseeable future, there has often been discussion of extending the arm through to
the Thames.

Women’s light Merino base
layer, breathable, wicks
moisture and is naturally anti
bacterial, £55.

Women’s Boxhers Merino
undies, anti bacterial, £25.

Water by Nature are running a trip in August on the Magpie in Quebec. It is generally
grade 4/5, including the grade 4 Saxophone rapids, and they reckon, with the
Manitou Falls, it compares with the Zambezi, Sun Kosi, Futaleufu or any other river
you care to name. Indeed, they warn that a proposed dam could ruin the Zambezi.

Seabin is a refuse collector, ideally attached to a
floating pontoon with a mains power supply. It
collects floating debris in the water and pumps
it through a sieve. Inland & Coastal Marine
Systems are offering to supply a Seabin to a
venue with calm water in the London area. The
offer is to supply and fit the bin, worth over
£5,000, while the recipients need to clear it
of debris regularly and undertake occasional
maintenance. Apply to
bryan@inlandandcoastal.com.

Hacksmith Industries in Canada have assembled what they claim is the world’s fastest open canoe although no details have been given
of the speed or the two jet engines powering it. Steering is by tiller and control is limited, no surprise as the waterline is very short with
the bows clear of the water. It has been used to tow a kayak although you would not want to capsize at that speed. Quite a few canoes
and kayaks around the world have been fitted with powerful engines, the first by Shaun Baker more than a decade ago.
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Women’s Mrs T organic T shirt,
similar to the men’s, £20.

Men’s Merian organic shirt
in brushed flannel with chest
pocket, £59.

Women’s Maryam Merino
jumper, V neck, warm,
breathable, odour resistant,
£65.

Women’s Rollanda jumper,
rollneck but similar to the
Maryam, £69

Women’s Clearer ultralight, less
waterproof than the men’s bolt
jacket but only half the price at
£59.

The 450ml reusable soft water
bottle has a drip prevention bite
valve, packs down small and
can go in the dishwasher.

Kids’ waterproof backpacks
come in turtle, tiger, ladybird or
lion designs and have magnetic
clips, easy for a small child to
open or close.

Overboard’s spring releases

Overboard have released several new products for the spring:

The 4l Pro-Light waterproof
sling bag backpack has a single
quick release shoulder strap
plus an underarm stabilizer
strap, quick access pocket and
internal pocket.

The 3l waterproof first aid
bag includes a bag of over
30 treatments, a quick access
resuscitation aid pouch, a
waterproof care guide and a
rear attachment loop for vertical
or horizontal attachment.
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On show

Schools

Conventional exhibitions have been impossible over recent months but that has not stopped an
innovative approach to online exhibitions. The Worldwide Classic Boat Show has been one of the
best. Based in Maine, it had a North American emphasis but we joined some 1,700 exhibitors
from around the world. Canoeist subscribers were offered free tickets.

Clubs

Berkshire Boat Building School of Sheffield,
Massachusets, specializing in skin on frame
construction.

North House Folk School teaches traditional
northern crafts.

Urban Boatbuilders take youths 12-21 to
build and launch their own craft over 70
hours.

The Wooden Boat Centre Tasmania is
Australia’s only wooden boatbuilding
school from short to one year courses.

Boatsmart Canada, online guides and
Transport Canada exams for pleasure craft
operators.

The Canoe Cruisers Association of Greater
Washington are particularly interested in
the Potomac river basin.

The Downeast Chapter of the Traditional
Small Craft Association have sailors,
canoeists, kayak paddlers and boatbuilders
from along the Maine coast.

Oregon Ocean Paddling are Portland’s
premier sea kayak club.

The Thames Valley Skiff Club support
skiffing and punting.

Oregon Coots are boatings nuts in the
upper Willamette valley, keen on sail,
human, electric and low powered small
boats.
The Wooden
Canoe Heritage
Association of
Tamworth,
New
Hampshire,
is an
international
organization
of builders,
paddlers and
admirers of
wooden and bark
canoes.

National Safe Boating Week, encouraging
paddlers to wear buoyancy aids.

Museums

Dragon boat racing

The Antique Boat Museum has particular
interest in its St Lawrence River location,
has over 320 unique boats and hosts the
longest running annual boat show.

Bali Badung International Dragon Boat
Festival.

The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle
and on Camano Island offers hands on
experience of over 100 wooden boats plus
boatbuilding classes.

Ghe Ngo Boat Race.

Bowdoin’s Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum
in Brunswick, Maine, is dedicated to all
things Arctic.

Seattle Dragon Boat Festival.

Concord Pacific Dragon Boat Festival
has racing, music shows, cultural events,
interactive performances, local artisans,
shopping, food and family activities.
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The IDBF is the international body for
dragon boat racing.
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Steveston Dragon Boat Festival, British
Columbia.

The Canadian Canoe Museum in
Peterborough, Ontario, has the world’s
largest collection of canoes and kayaks.

The Lincoln Street Kayak & Canoe Museum
in Portland, Oregon, has Harvey Golden’s
collection of indigenous small craft.
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The Sunshine Coast Museum and archives
in Gibsons, British Columbia, is an
innovative and heritage destination.
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Kayaks and canoes

Anita Autumn Leaf sea going double, built
1964 by VKV Vituden.

Navarro Canoe of Rock Island, Illinois,
make their hulls from glassfibre, Kevlar or a
combination while the ribs and floor are of
black cherry.

Chesapeak Light Craft of Annapolis,
Maryland, offer kayak and canoe plans and
kits.

Bean wood and canvas canoe, first home
build by Chip Asbury and son, in Seattle
during lockdown, powered by Zeeks pizza
and Fremont Sky Kraken hazy pale ale.

Cape Falcon Kayak of Portland, Oregon,
offer skin on frame kayaks and canoes,
especially with Arctic associations, and with
building video instruction online.

Owner Wint Taylor of Windsor wrote of Doxford:
This AA grade canoe was purchased in 1912 by 1st Viscount Runciman of Doxford,
Northumberland, from Henry Morgan & Co department store in Montreal. The canoe
was used on the lake at Doxford Hall and stored on the rafters of the stables. Viscount
Runciman’s 1938 diplomatic mission to Czechoslovakia on behalf of Neville Camberlain’s
government was key to the enactment of the British policy of appeasement of Hitler
preceding the Second World War. He went on to become Commodore of the Royal Yacht
Squadron at Cowes between 1968 and 74.
The canoe is a model MC of which only a handful were made and all on a model Otca
former. The canoe is fast, wide, flat and stable, a rare combination. It is very probably the
sole remaining model MC.
Restoration details
Woodwork: All original, no repair, no replacement.
Hardware: All original, no repair, no replacement.
Hull: Original canvas, original stem bands.
Transfers: Both original Old Town and Henry Morgan transfers.
Exterior hull: Two coats filler, two coats marine primer, six coats enamel.
Interior hull: Five coats UV protective varnish.
Seats: Re caned by hand, varnish as per interior.
Pattern 1/2” wide gold leaf.
This canoe holds the UK and possibly the world speed record for an Old Town canoe. I
acquired it from an auction at Gosforth race course in Newcastle and took it back 300
miles to London starting at 2am with the canoe upside down secured between two
ladders on a roof rack on a 6.4 litre V12 twin turbo BMW. The upside down canoe profile
proved an excellent stabiliser at 135 mph as I had to shake off an upstart BMW M3 on
the otherwise empty motorway in deepest North Yorkshire. I later read that inverted
canoes were used in high speed car trials due to their very good aerodynamics. This was
in the USA in the early 1910s.
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Leif Knutsen’s Min Pike is a Pacific North
West First Nation Native motif canoe but
CAD cut from 6 and 9mm plywood.
Wayne Timmo’s Haereere is a Bob’s
Special built in 2018 in cedar strip but
incorporating decoration using North
American cedar and such New Zealand
timbers as miro, rimu and rewarewa which
were harvested over a century ago.

Nick Schade has plans for high
performance Guillemot Kayaks models

Bill Thomas’ Fox stitch and glue kayak, long
waterline, fine entry and high coamings for
a dry ride. The bulkhead hatches enclose
positive flotation chambers.

Laughing Loon have strip canoes and
kayaks, plans, instruction books and
instructional films.

Patrick McCorkle built his Murrelet from a
Pygmy Kayaks kit.

Alan Dater built his New Squeeze from a
Chesapeake Light Craft kit.

Chuck Tucker’s 18.5’ expedition touring
kayak has redwood deck and continuous
strips of western red cedar elsewhere, a
carbon fibre cockpit and hatch covers cut
into the deck to disappear when attached.
The bow is deep V with Greenland hard
chines from the footpegs back.
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Maynard Bray built his Hummingbird in
1974 with a batten seam deck, heavy but
stable once on the water.

Nomad Boatbuilding of Victoria, British
Columbia, build, restore and teach wooden
boatbuilding and are keen to share details
of processes.

Northwoods Canoe Co of Atkinson, Maine,
build and restore wood and canvas canoes
and offer kits and building classes.

Another Otca model like the Doxford, this
one built by Old Town in 1930, with lateen
rig, unusual in having a longer forward
deck than usual.

This 1900 Kingsbury canoe has a lateen
sailing rig.

A 12’ skin on frame ultra lightweight
Hawaiian outrigger concept.
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North West Canoe of Clearwater,
Minnesota, offer a canoe building and
repair shop.

Rob Macks of Laughing Loon’s Ootek
is wood strip based on West Greenland
hunting kayaks with a narrow waterline
for speed but flare for secondary stability,
helped by a retractable skeg and a 16kg
weight to fight increasing gravity for older
users. Hatch covers are held in place by
rare earth magnets. There are goose egg
handles on the ends and the tie down
elastics are adjusted by carved salmon,
seals and other sea mammals.
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Events

An Old Town Molitor exactly a century after
it was built.

Shooting Star is a Rob Macks of Laughing
Loon’s baidarka, the first hard shell version
of this kayak. Features are repeated from
his Ootek.

Ride the Tide through the Port Washington Narrows for 10km.
Willow is another Bill Thomas stitch and
glue kayak, like the Fox.

Other shows

Big Lagoon Messabout for all the family,
north of Eureka, California.

Beale Park Boat & Outdoor Show, a classic boat messabout featuring a variety of boats
and camping at Pangbourne.

Cedar Key Small Boat Meet, Florida,
informal with no planned events but all
kinds of craft at the Cedar Keys & the
Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge.

Anacortes Waterfront Festival with car
exhibits, boatbuilding competition, music,
food and family activities.

Bayfront Maritime Center Small Boat
Festival, Erie, Pennsylvania with cardboard
boat regatta and Preque Isle Bay
Messabout.

Portland Boat Show, a commercial boat
show in Oregon.
Fern Ridge Coot event and messabout for
low powered boats, Eugene, Oregon.

The James River Batteau Festival in Virginia
is an 8 day float in replica 18/19th century
cargo boats with increasing numbers of
canoes and kayaks joining in the event and
paddling with them.

Depoe Bay Boat Wooden Boat Festival in Oregon, a low key event
with models, family activites and crab meals.
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Maine Canoe Symposium is a non profit
event to appreciate North American
canoeing heritage and develop skills.

Wooden Canoe Spring Rendezvous at
Shelton, Washington, to learn about and
experience wooden canoes.

Seventy48 is a 48 hour race in anything
human powered, Puget Sound with a
difference.

Door County Classic & Wooden Boat Festival, Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin, family fun from beautiful boats to competition boats
that may or may not float.
Lake Union Wooden Boat Festival is an
annual celebration of wooden boats
in Seattle, where much is going on,
everything is fun and most of it is free.

Port Townsend Wooden Boat Festival, Washington, the largest in
North America,fun for all the family.

Gig Harbor Paddlers Cup, Washington, for
dragon boats and anything smaller, racing
for all ages and ability levels.

Southampton Boat Show, see from sit on tops to cruise liners.
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Essex River Race, Maryland, open water around Cross Island and
back.

Paddle Oregon, specifically 137km of the Williamette valley from
Junction City.
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Britain’s Canals
Anthony Burton & Derek Pratt
Adlard Coles, 50 Bedford Sq,
London WC1B 3DP
978 1 4729 7195 1
240 x 190mm
224 pages, paperback
2020
£18.99
This book is about the engineering
and architectural aspects of Britain’s
canals, addressed by subject. A topic is
selected and then several examples are
described with explanations why they
were built this way, why an example
on one canal differs from another
elsewhere. Sometimes the author does not know himself and simply
poses a question for the reader.
The result of this cherry picking is a catalogue of fascinating places
to visit, it being easier to move about the country from one example to
another with a canoe than when travelling by large powered craft.
Most of the photographs are by Derek Pratt, whose recent books
have been large picture books of waterways, such as Waterways Past &
Present (Jul 06, p36), London’s Waterways (Dec 10, p49), Urban Waterways
(Nov 12, p44) and The Thames (Nov 13, p60). Although the format is
smaller this time, there are a number of double page spreads with some
stunning pictures, pin sharp photos in strong colours. Not just from
the towpath, sometimes he shoots from higher levels so that the setting
of steep valley sides shows above the canalside mills which can easily
dominate the pictures. Some pictures, including historical ones, are from
other sources.
Topics covered include selecting the canal route, locks, lock cottages,
bridges, aqueducts, tunnels, cuttings, embankments, water supply, canal
company properties, wharfs, warehouses, basins, the wider industrial
world and tramways. The final chapter is on the changing world of
canals, doubtless changing faster than could have been anticipated at
the time it was written. It includes public houses but, with 70% of
our pubs expected to close as a result of the pandemic, canalside ones
among them, how many will be turned to private accommodation,
Indian restaurants or worse during the next few years? This book may
be documenting the fastest changes for many years.
Anthony Burton first collaborated with Derek Pratt on a book in
1976. This one would appeal particularly to somebody relatively new
to canals, like a high quality tourist publication, displaying a selection of
the fascinating variety of gems they have to offer.
It is also available in ePDF and eBook formats.
The Canal Guide
Stuart Fisher
Adlard Coles
978 1 4729 7405 1
230 x 160mm
352 pages, paperback
2015, 2nd edition 2021
£18.99
This is going to need your attention.
The Canal Guide is condensed from
Canals of Britain, using selected text and
selected photographs. Canals of Britain
was expanded from guides in Canoeist,
particularly the text, but often with
completely new photographs. This second
edition of The Canal Guide is based on the third edition of Canals of
Britain but with some new photographs and some updating of text. It
also has five more canals than the first edition of The Canal Guide, the
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Cromford, Stourbridge, Montgomery, St Helens and Pocklington canals,
some of the less well known routes, mostly not part of the connected
waterways network and so easier for canoeists than for larger craft users.
Another addition for this edition is suggestions of other places to visit,
both near the canal and further away, useful if you want to be on the
water but others in your party want to do something different or if you
all want to add something else to expand your trip. The book has been
expanded by 16 pages to include all the extra content.
What began as guides for paddlers are now being used by a range of
water and towpath users.
It is also available in ePDF and eBook formats.
The Mini Rough Guide to Tobago
Polly Thomas
Rough Guides
978 1 7867 1857 0
A6
47 pages, paperback
2nd edition 2018
At 41km long by 14km wide with a central ridge,
most places in Tobago are near the coast. In fact,
there are two coasts, the Caribbean and the Atlantic,
different in character, each beach usually having a page of information
including a photograph. The pictures show them as wave free but the
book does suggest where to find surf and where swimmers should avoid
because of strong currents.
There is a Canoe Bay and pirogues are still in use.
The island has been hit by hurricanes at times although the pictures
are often of idyllic sandy beaches with palms. Its history has been more
turbulent, developed on slavery and fought over by the Latvians, Dutch
and British for many years, changing hands a recorded 31 times before
1814. A surprising number of places have Scottish names.
The book tells where leatherback turtles come ashore for egg laying.
It also describes the goat racing, serious stuff with studs and training
schedules, presumably for both goats and owners as they run with their
goats, attached by lines.
James Bond used to go to St Lucia for his holidays. He had little in
common with 007 but his friend Ian Fleming was to turn his name
into one of the world’s best known of the 20th century. Fleming himself
owned a holiday home on Goat Island, 5km out in Tobago’s Tyrrel’s Bay,
a suitable hideaway when he didn’t want to be spied on.
This guide, which includes a fold out map, also gives a page each to
accommodation and dining to round off an attractive introduction to
one of the Caribbean’s less well known islands.

More Tidal Rivers of Britain is a
more extensive book, supporting
the tidal Rivers of Britain. It has a
score of rivers. After the Usk there
are 11 rivers around the Irish Sea
from the Douglas to the Cree.
After the Kyle of Tongue there
are half a dozen on the east coast
of England from the Wear to the
Welland before that final run on
the Thurne.The rivers all link up
with the descriptions in our printed
books, as shown by the map at the
back of each book.

Stanfords in London is one of Britains two leading map shops. Like so
many other businesses, it has been hit hard by lockdown. People do not
need maps to stay at home. They appealed in November for support for
a Crowdfunding campaign to stave off the risk of going out of business.

Cicerone to drop PVC covers

Over the last half century Cicerone have used PVC covers on many
of their guidebooks, particularly ones likely to suffer from getting wet.
They are now proposing to discontinue use of PVC because of the long
time it takes to biodegrade, breaking down to micro flakes. The problem
is that Cicerone cannot find anything else suitable. The best solution
seems to be to use fold in cover flaps which increase cover durability.
Some of these titles, including those which have associated map books,
have had loose covers. Cicerone propose to make these available as
optional extras for customers who wish to buy them to protect their
books.

Guidebook and map sales

How are guidebook sales going while we are all stuck at home?
Are sales of British titles different from those for overseas destinations?
Have people cut back because they cannot go overseas or is armchair
travelling an enhanced substitute?
One guidebook firm with whom we have frequent dealings say UK
sales are OK but international are ‘poor although much better than we
had any right to expect.’
A colleague in senior management with a major guidebook company
said their sales had ‘fallen off a cliff ’ and they were getting rid of 70% of
their staff, himself included.

Locked down and unable to get on the water?

More British Navigations
22 pages
More Tidal Rivers of Britain
Stuart Fisher
Canoeist
A4
52 pages, PDF
2021
Free from www.canoeist.co.uk
In PDF for mat only, these
two books are available as free
downloads to complement existing
Adlard Coles titles. Published by
Canoeist, they are in similar style
to their present books in order to
introduce them to new readers.
With the exception of a final
chapter in the Broads, none of the
guides in these new titles has been
published before in Canoeist or in
the books.
More British Navigations complements British River Navigations and
features four routes, Windermere, Ullswater, from Knottingley to Selby
via the River Aire and Selby Canal and the Suffolk Stour from Brandon
Mill to the tidal limit at Cattawade.
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This would be a good time to look back over
earlier trips and share them with others.
Let us know what you find.
CANOEIST May 2021
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Changes to funding

UK Sport have changed their approach to funding of sports for 2024
and expanded funding from 32 to 43 sports. There has been a move
from the sports played in private schools towards those in more diverse
communities. There has also been a reaction against bullying. Canoeing’s
grant has been cut to £12,108,836, which still leaves it with the eighth
largest grant of all sports.
In the aftermath of the culture of fear within BC, exposed in an
investigation into their management style, for which the full report has
still not been published (May 2020, p8), BC have offered ‘a full apology’,
we hear. Swimming and cycling have also been accused of cultures of
fear and others of bullying. A drugs cloud hangs over cycling’s successes.
Thus, it has been suggested that the funding body, UK Sport, should
also be investigated.

Repeated postponements

With Covid restrictions on travel, gatherings, lockdowns, quarantine
and more we have seen repeated delays to major events. Even when
many people can travel the situation is unfair for those others who are
still excluded through no fault of their own.
The world waveski championships at Huanchaco in Peru have been
There must be some 400 sports in this country. The sport part of
postponed again until Jul 15th-22nd 2022.
the BBC’s website does not usually show all football but it always
The ICF have advised us that the world freestyle championships at
Holme Pierrepont have been postponed again. They are now scheduled shows mostly football. It has also caused confusion for those who
have to stay at home while footballers are apparently free to travel
for Jun 28th-Jul 2nd 2022.
round the country, to shout in each other’s faces and to hug and
Junior and U23 world slalom championships have been rescheduled
kiss when goals are scored.
for Jul 6-11th 2021 in Ljubljana and the corresponding WWR event in
Solkan over Aug 25-28th.
In 2023 Montemor-o-Velho will have the junior world sprint Tacen and Paris, the latter as a precursor to the 2024 Olympics. Szeged
championships and the corresponding slalom event will be in Foix. and Poznan will host sprint World Cups.
Senior World Cups will be held in Prague, Augsburg, La Seu d’Urgell,
The Australians are to host the 2025 world slalom championships at

SCOOP
we had agreed with the French that we would use metric units in
exchange for their acceptance of the Meridian through Greenwich
rather than Paris. Metrication in Britain was supposed to have been
completed in the 1980s. Although we have increasing numbers of
retired people who were educated in metric units and have never
used anything else in their working lives we still have some media and
politicians reluctant to use anything else but imperial units so it is no
surprise that MacLeod had such a battle.
The first public OS county map had been the Isle of Wight in 1810,
followed by Hampshire, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall and Essex, places
likely to be Napoleonic targets. They were taken off the market again in
1811 in case they fell into French hands.
Reporting in 1938, Sir John Davidson’s committee made a range
of forward looking recommendations, including moving from county
maps to a national map, having continuous updating, dropping the
field numbering, using a new map projection and looking at aerial
surveying. Although they rejected total metrication, they did approve
some experimental 1:25,000 sheets to gauge the public response. All of
this was while anticipating the needs of the Second World War, clearly
looming. It included thinking which was ahead of its time and has left
us with some of the best public mapping in the world.
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Look at an Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 map and you
will usually find three different north points.
True North points towards the North Pole, the point
where all the lines of longitude converge, one end of
the imaginary axis about which the Earth rotates.
The Magnetic North Pole is the point to which a
compass needle points, where the Earth’s magnetic field
is vertical, where a compass needle would point straight
down. Because of movements within the Earth’s core
it is not stationary, moving increasingly quickly. For many years it has
been in northeast Canada but is now nearer Siberia. Thus, the map gives
variation from True North at the centre of the sheet and the direction
and rate of change year by year, a rate which is variable in itself so
calculation of the variation today will be approximate but good enough
for most users.
The other north is Grid North which, at first sight, seems fairly
random and to be different just for the sake of it. In fact, the more you
look at it, the cleverer it seems to be.
Surprisingly, the National Grid did not appear until the 1930s.
Until then each field or parcel of land carried a reference number,
not particularly helpful to the military, who needed to give a location
accurately and know where to fire their ordnance.
Using squares to depict land on the surface of a sphere and between
lines of longitude which tapered together at the poles was asking for
trouble but we might have expected the two to line up along the
Meridian, which they do not. Each OS 1:50,000 sheet lists the degree
of error at each corner of the map
However, the grid does line up with the line of longitude 2˚W,
which is much more sensible. We are based 8km from the 2˚W line
and our OS map shows only two arrows, True North and Grid North
coinciding.
The corresponding base line of latitude is harder to find as it does
not appear on any OS 1:50,000 sheet, being at 49˚N. The origin for
the OS grid is near the Minquieres reef to the south of Jersey. This has
then been moved to a false origin southwest of Scilly, 400km west and
100km north, so that all of mainland Britain fits within 1,000km south
to north to require the same number of digits in a grid reference and to
allow all references to be positive numbers west to east.
All of Wales and nearly all of Scotland lie west of the vertical line and
the greater part of England to the east. The 1km squares are gathered
into blocks 100 x 100km square, each with a two letter reference, the
second letter being one of 25 letters of the alphabet. The first letter
relates to the gathering of these into larger 500 x 500km blocks,
contrived so that most of the northern ones begin with N and the
southern ones with S.
The grid was introduced by Malcolm MacLeod, of the MacLeods
of Raasay, who was OS Director General from 1935 to 1943. He
failed to convince the OS to change the map scales to metric but did
get the metric grid introduced, even on imperial maps. Thus, the 1”
maps remained at a scale of 1:63,360 and it was to be several decades
before 1:50,000 was adopted for the
equivalent maps. Having distances in
miles and yards required calculations
with potential for error.
H e i g h t s a r e m e a s u r e d f ro m
mean sea level, contrasting with the
Hydrographic Office approach of
lowest normal tide, a slightly awkward
concept which does err on the side
of safety to prevent boats running
aground but is a bit like having your
clock permanently set early to ensure
you are never late. There are a couple
of metres difference between the
sets of levels derived in these two
different ways. On a flat coast that
can mean a significant difference on
where the water reaches
Metric units generally were illegal
for trade until the 1870s although

Competition

Gridlocked

Both sides claim SUP win

The dispute between the International Surfing Association and the
ICF over the right to manage stand up paddleboarding has been taken
to the Court of Arbitration for Sport. CAS have decided that the ISA
are the governing body at Olympic level, should it happen, but there
is a free for all below that level. Thus, the ISA claim the moral high
ground but, starting seven years after the ISA, the ICF began running
what they call world championships and say they will challenge for the
management of Olympic SUP, if that becomes a reality.
This repeats the ICF’s behaviour over dragon boat racing, where they
claim to run dragon boat world championships despite the IDBF having
been running the sport and world championships for much longer with
much larger events and wider support. The ISA have been discussing the
IDBF’s history of the predatory actions of the ICF. The ICF also tried
to take control of white water rafting from the International Rafting
Federation. At the back of all this seems to be the ICF’s unilateral claim
that they are the governing body of any activity that involves using
paddles while facing forwards.

The ICF defined canoeing unilaterally as being ‘the propulsion of a canoe type vessel by a forward facing crew using either a single or
double bladed paddle’ to allow themselves to claim to be running other sports. The ‘propulsion of a canoe type vessel’ appears to have
been dropped to get paddleboards. After their latest acquisitions they now claim to be the governing bodies of the paddles and forward
facing sports of cycling and masochism.
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Penrith, 25 years after the Sydney Olympic Games and with an eye to
the Brisbane bid for the 2032 Games. Sprint will be hosted by Milan,
last used in 2015.
The world marathon championships will be back in Gyor with ocean
racing world titles in Madeira.

Extreme slalom to replace sprint

The ICF have proposed extreme slalom, which many see as a freestyle
fun event, should be included in the 2024 Olympics in Paris. No extra
competitors are allowed but they expect some conventional slalomists
to compete in both kinds of event. It is thought the gladiatorial style
of competition is enjoyed by TV viewers. No extra medals are allowed,
either, so the ICF propose that two should be transferred from sprint.
K1 200m will be dropped, Britain having been notably successful in
the men’s event with Liam Heath the current Olympic champion. Only
women’s C1 will race 200m. Women’s K1, K4 and C2, men’s C1, C2,
K2 and K4 will race 500m and men’s C1 and K1 will race 1km. Overall
numbers of competitors will be reduced by 12.

ICF extend Eurovision contract

The ICF have extended their contract with Eurovision for a further
four years until 2024. Events to be covered include the world slalom
championships at the Lee Valley course in 2023.

No Olympic reselection

Dru, received a nine year sentence for manufacturing MDMA. Also a
surfski champions, Nathan pleaded guilty to stealing a surfski in 2007. In
2010 he was charged with being in possession of banned steroids while
in jail. In 2013 he was found guilty of importing and manufacturing
drugs and given a sentence of 27 months.
Dru and an accomplice were arrested in 2018 while attempting to
import 650kg of cannabis from a ship 360km off the east coast, after
being chased by police, navy and air force, during which time they
threw drugs overboard, valued at $200,000,000 and mostly recovered
at sea or on the Queensland coast. Nathan had supplied the $100,000
RHIB for the operation and fitted it out. The court case risked being
aborted when three young men in the public gallery stared at the jury
for long periods and then one of them followed them to the station
afterwards. The brothers are thought likely to receive life sentences.

Redl banned

Andras Redl has been banned for four years after failing an out of
competition drugs test, showing positive for EPO. The 19 year old
Hungarian sprinter had taken the junior K1 500m and 1km titles at the
2019 world championships in Romania.

American qualifiers cancelled

The Pan American sprint qualifiers in Rio for the Olympic Games
have been cancelled because of Covid. This leaves the ICF with the
problem of how to allocate the 14 places determined in Curitiba, likely
to be on the basis of previous results.

Joe Clark, the reigning Olympic slalom K1 champion and 2nd in the
2019 world ranking list, was dropped in Olympic selection because of
the policy based on results. He expected that there would have been
Logistics nightmares for ICs
reselection after a year of lack of competition but that has not happened.
Nobody has more difficulties for world championships than
Instead, Bradley Forbes-Cryans is in, together with Adam Burgess, International Canoes. Months beforehand the canoes need to be loaded
Mallory Franklin and Kimberley Woods. Forbes-Cryans thought the into containers and made docker proof, then shipped off overseas. They
issue ‘could have been dealt with a bit more delicately.’
cannot be used for much of the season. The last world championships
were scheduled for the New Year in Australia so that would have added
the further possibility of their being on the other side of the world and
Baggaley potential prison life sentence
Australian Nathan Baggaley has again been convicted of drugs the event not taking place. Fortunately, the decision not to proceed was
taken before loading was due to start. A similar decision has to be taken
running.
He was world sprint champion in K1 500m in 2002, 2003 and 2005 this June on whether to commit to an event this time.
and took the silver medals in K1 and K2 500m at the Athens Olympics,
being voted Australia’s Sports Athlete of the Year in 2004.
British representation on the IDBF
However, in 2005 he was banned after failing a steroids test. In 2007
The IDBF has Mike Thomas as president and founder Mike
police found a stash of ecstacy and cannabis in his car and he was jailed Mackeddie-Haslam as an honorary president. Patrick Cosgrove is the
after further manufacturing and dealing in ecstacy. His younger brother, youth representative and Nigel Bedford represents Paradragons.

Size A4
336 pages
65 maps
1,018 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 2972 3
3rd edition 2017

Back then
20 years ago

Price £30.00

* We were locked out of the countryside because of foot and mouth disease.
* Canoeist carried the Raw Deal access petition.
* In answer to a question from Gareth Thomas, Sports Minister Kate Hoey said that the EA, BW, Countryside
Agency and Countryside Council for Wales would be in a working group to define the needs of recreational
use of water.
* As Tir Gofal was being set up, the Welsh Canoeing Association were not invited to a CCW meeting in Bala
to showcase how they would administer the Countryside & Rights of Way Act throughout Wales.
* New Zealand had its first attack of a kayak by a great white shark.
* Albert Woods was re-elected as BCU president over David Train in an exceptionally large vote with a
number of worrying issues.
* The Government were considering drink limits for water users
comparable with drink driving limits for road users.
* New EA chief executive Barbara Young told us she did not understand
the term ‘access’.
* The Land Reform (Scotland) Bill was launched.
* Andy Watt and Roger Huyton produced a guide for potential entrants
ahead of the UK Paddle Film Festival.
* The International Sea Kayak Association took over Paddlers International, John Ramwell remaining as
editor of Ocean Kayaker but with Neil Chance editing the Paddlers World section.
* Dave Youren reported on a survey of sea kayak pumps and concluded it might still be useful to have a
reliable roll. Peter Carter added his own thoughts.
* John Lambert described the Sleeping Beauty, a military submersible canoe.
* A ship’s captain in Germany was fined £8,000 after failing to go to the assistance of a paddler on
Wattenmeer who subsequently drowned, despite being alerted by a passenger.
* Roy Willy Johansen’s story of crossing the Davis Strait included having his feet smelled by a polar bear and
of having the icefloe on which he was camping collide with a cliff.
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Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways
as well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters
which may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Br itain has a unique
canal network. Infinitely var ied, it passes
picturesque open countryside, wild moorland,
coastal harbours, historic industrial buildings,
modern city centres, canalside public houses
and abundant wildlife. Every aspect of the
canals is examined, their construction, rich
history, stunning scenery, heritage, incredible
engineering, impressive architecture and even
their associated folkore, wildlife and art. Enticing
photographs give a flavour of each place and
places of interest close to the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.
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Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide

Review of third edition:

230 x 160mm

‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk

352 pages
74 maps
294 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 7405 1
2nd edition 2021
Price £18.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats
Review of second edition:
‘There have been numerous guides published
to the inland waterways network of England
and Wales, but you might sense that this one
could be a little different... And you’d be right.
This isn’t a typical waterways guide’ Canal Boat
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.
Size A4

Size A4

304 pages

256 pages

70 maps

49 maps

716 photographs

608 photographs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4081 4656 9

978 1 4729 0084 5

1st edition 2012

1st edition 2013

Price £25.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk
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‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today

Size A4
22 pages
6 maps
58 photographs
PDF format
1st edition 2021

‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker

Size A4
52 pages
22 maps

‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail

147 photographs
PDF format
1st edition 2021
Free from www.canoeist.co.uk

Free from www.canoeist.co.uk
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From Berwick to the Solway, from
the clear blue waters of Cornish bays
to the tempestuous seas around rugged
Pembrokeshire headlands, Coastal Britain
journeys around the varied shorelines of
England & Wales.
From remote countryside to modern
cities, through industrial hubs to fishing
villages that have remained largely
untouched for centuries, Coastal Britain
visits all the places of interest along
the entire coastline, exploring history
and heritage, striking architecture and
engineering, wonderful flora and fauna,
on the way delving into art, relevant
literature and culture. With maps and
evocative photography, local brews to
artefacts, nautical conditions and features
that help convey the character of each
area, Coastal Britain presents the array of
facets that make each stretch of shoreline
special.

Scotland has perhaps the most diverse
and attractive coast in Europe although
not always the easiest. The Corrievreckan
is one of the largest whirlpools in the
world, the Pentland Firth has some of the
fastest currents in Europe, the Mull of
Kintyre and Cape Wrath are a long way
from civilization and some of the biggest
surf in Britain is found along the north
coast. Navigation aspects are covered fully.
Yet it is a coastline which is
unbelievably beautiful, much of it wild
with secluded places. From deserted
sweeps of sand to rugged cliffs, from
exposed headlands to sheltered sea lochs,
from eagles to whales it is an endlessly
fascinating coast.
Coastal Scotland visits all the coastline,
including the larger inshore islands, the
history, heritage and culture, architecture
and engineering, flora and fauna, art and
literature, the full spectrum of facets that
make each stretch of coastline so special.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

208 pages

658 photographs

465 photographs

61 maps

41 maps

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 5869 3

978 1 4729 5870 9

1st edition 2019

1st edition 2020

Price £25.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

‘Dramatic photographs and maps complement
a fascinating survey of Scotland’s diverse
coastline. Fisher has provided a treasure
trove of interesting facts and knowledge’ The Scots Magazine
‘With detailed maps and evocative
photography, Coastal Scotland will have
readers itching to explore this rich and
fascinating stretch of coast’ - Countryside
A brilliant addition to Stuart Fisher’s series
of observations from his sea kayak, possibly
even better than last year’s England and
Wales volume. Refreshingly, Fisher is not
interested in analysing his inner journey,
only in recording what he learns... A wealth
of unexpected fact on every page. Highly
recommended.’ - Yachts & Yachting
‘The numerous colour photos make one
want to head off to the coast and explore
immediately... I’d recommend this book for
its interest and enjoyable mix of facts and
stories. I enjoyed revisiting places I know well
and those I am yet to visit.’ Cicely Oliver, Towpath Talk
Coast Book of the Month

Which book?

This visual index gives a quick guide to which waters are
included in each book.

Coastal Scotland
Coastal Britain: England & Wales
Rivers of Britain
More Tidal Rivers of Britain
British River Navigations
More British Navigations
Canals of Britain

